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ABSTRACT
We present the analysis of the entire HARPS observations of three stars that host planetary systems: HD1461, HD40307, and
HD204313. The data set spans eight years and contains more than 200 nightly averaged velocity measurements for each star. This
means that it is sensitive to both long-period and low-mass planets and also to the effects induced by stellar activity cycles.
We modelled the data using Keplerian functions that correspond to planetary candidates and included the short- and long-term ef-
fects of magnetic activity. A Bayesian approach was taken both for the data modelling, which allowed us to include information
from activity proxies such as log (R′HK) in the velocity modelling, and for the model selection, which permitted determining the
number of significant signals in the system. The Bayesian model comparison overcomes the limitations inherent to the traditional pe-
riodogram analysis. We report an additional super-Earth planet in the HD1461 system. Four out of the six planets previously reported
for HD40307 are confirmed and characterised. We discuss the remaining two proposed signals. In particular, we show that when the
systematic uncertainty associated with the techniques for estimating model probabilities are taken into account, the current data are
not conclusive concerning the existence of the habitable-zone candidate HD40307 g.
We also fully characterise the Neptune-mass planet that orbits HD204313 in 34.9 days.
Key words. Techniques: radial velocities – Methods: data analysis – Methods: statistical – Stars: individual: HD1461, HD40307 ,
HD204313 – Stars: activity
1. Introduction
The detailed architecture of multiplanet systems is a key observ-
able to constrain formation and evolution theories. Observations
made over many years with very stable instruments are neces-
Send offprint requests to: Rodrigo.Diaz@unige.ch
? Based on observations made with the HARPS instrument on the
ESO 3.6 m telescope at La Silla Observatory under the GTO pro-
gramme ID 072.C-0488, and its continuation programmes ID 183.C-
0972, 091.C-0936, and 192.C-0852.
?? Tables 3, 6, and 10 are only available in electronic form at the
CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/
sary to fully unveil the structure of planetary systems. Detect-
ing companions on long-period orbits and low-mass planets at
shorter periods usually requires many dozens of radial velocity
measurements (see e.g. Mayor et al. 2009; Pepe et al. 2011), es-
pecially when the candidates are found in multi-planet systems,
as is common (Mayor et al. 2011; Lissauer et al. 2012, 2014).
These data sets tend to span many years.
The HARPS search for extrasolar planets in the southern
hemisphere (Mayor et al. 2003) has recently celebrated its tenth
anniversary. The most inactive stars in the solar neighbourhood
have been monitored continuously for over a decade, produc-
ing data sets with over two hundred measurements. These are
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expected to permit an in-depth exploration of the planetary sys-
tems around them. However, even for these very weakly active
stars, the presence of magnetic cycles complicates the detection
of low-mass companions (Santos et al. 2010; Lovis et al. 2011a;
Dumusque et al. 2011a). For this reason, additional observables
are routinely obtained from the HARPS spectra: activity proxies
based on the line fluxes (mainly the proxies based on the Ca II
H&K lines, but recently also Hα and Na I D), the mean line bi-
sector span, its full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), etc. All of
these can help identify activity cycles and ultimately correct for
their effect on the radial velocity time series.
Which analysis method is best applied on these data sets has
been the subject of some debate. While the classical frequentist
approach of studying the velocity periodograms is known to have
drawbacks (e.g. Sellke et al. 2001; Lovis et al. 2011b; Tuomi
2012), the alternative Bayesian model comparison has led to dif-
ferent numbers of signals reported for the same system. For the
star Gl667C, for example, for which the periodogram analysis
revealed two planetary companions (Delfosse et al. 2013), dif-
ferent groups have reported a number of planets ranging from
two (Feroz & Hobson 2014) to six or even seven (Gregory 2012;
Anglada-Escudé et al. 2013) when they used Bayesian meth-
ods. Moreover, stellar activity can mimic planetary signals, and
the nature of the detected signals is frequently difficult to iden-
tify (see the case of Gl581: Udry et al. 2007; Robertson et al.
2014) and not always agreed upon (Anglada-Escudé et al. 2014;
Robertson et al. 2015; Anglada-Escudé et al. 2015).
The radial velocity signal produced by stellar activity can
be separated into two types of effects: the short-term effect pro-
duced by active regions (spots and plages) that rotate in and out
of view as the star revolves, and the long-term effect associated
with changes in the global activity level of cyclic stars (e.g. Bali-
unas et al. 1995; Hall et al. 2007, 2009; Santos et al. 2010; Isaac-
son & Fischer 2010; Gomes da Silva et al. 2012; Robertson et al.
2013). The short-term modulation is produced by the difference
in flux and convective blueshift of active regions with respect to
the surrounding photosphere (e.g. Saar & Donahue 1997; Hatzes
2002; Desort et al. 2007, see also Boisse et al. 2012; Dumusque
et al. 2014). This creates a radial velocity signal whose frequency
power is concentrated on the stellar rotational period and its har-
monics (Boisse et al. 2011). This short-term signal strongly de-
pends on the detailed configuration of the active regions and is
therefore difficult to model precisely because no clear correlation
with activity proxies is systematically seen. On the other hand,
long-term activity variations are related to global changes in the
convective pattern of the star (Lindegren & Dravins 2003; Me-
unier et al. 2010; Meunier & Lagrange 2013) that are produced
by a change in the typical number of active regions. The effect
is therefore less sensitive to the details of individual active re-
gions, and a clear correlation is seen with activity proxies such
as log (R′HK) (Noyes et al. 1984) and the width and asymmetry of
the mean spectral line (Dravins 1982; Santos et al. 2010; Lovis
et al. 2011a; Dumusque et al. 2011a).
Here we analyse the radial velocity data of HD1461,
HD40307, and HD204313; the data include more than ten years
of HARPS observations. All three stars have been reported to
host at least one planet. They all exhibit long-term variability
in their activity levels, as would be produced by magnetic cy-
cles, and their effect on the radial velocity data are clearly de-
tected. However, a full cycle is only observed for HD1461. We
employed the traditional periodogram analysis to identify poten-
tial periodic signals and used a Bayesian model comparison to
asses their significance. Taking the discussion from the previ-
ous paragraph into consideration, we take a different approach
to model each of the activity effects: the short-term variability
is described using a non-deterministic model that does not re-
quire a detailed description of the activity signal, while the long-
term variability is modelled assuming a simple relation between
the activity effect on the radial velocities and the activity proxy
log (R′HK). Effects produced by stellar pulsations and granulation
have timescales of minutes and can be efficiently averaged out
(Dumusque et al. 2011b) or treated as additional Gaussian noise.
The paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2 briefly presents
the data used in the analysis, Sect. 3 reports the results from the
spectroscopic analysis of the three target stars and their main
characteristics, Sect. 4 describes the models employed, includ-
ing the model for the short- and long-term activity effects. In
this section we also detail the technique used to compare and se-
lect the models, we discuss the algorithm for sampling from the
model posterior distribution, and we present the choice of param-
eter priors. In the following three sections we describe the results
for each system. Finally, we discuss the results and present our
conclusions in Sect. 8.
2. Observations and data reduction
All three targets were observed as part of the Guaranteed Time
Observations programme to search for southern extrasolar plan-
ets and its continuation high-precision HARPS programmes.
The observations were reduced using the HARPS pipeline (ver-
sion 3.5), and the stellar radial velocities were obtained through
a weighted cross-correlation with a numerical mask (Baranne
et al. 1996; Pepe et al. 2002). The FWHM and bisector span of
the peak in the cross-correlation function (CCF) were also mea-
sured for each spectrum, as well as the activity proxy based on
the Ca II H and K lines, log (R′HK), calibrated as described in
Lovis et al. (2011a).
The number of measurements and basic characteristics of
the observations studied here are presented in Table 1, and the
nightly averaged radial velocity measurements are given in Ta-
bles 3, 6, and 10, available online. The HARPS observations of
HD204313 started around three years later than for the other
two stars because this target was regularly monitored by the
CORALIE instrument on the 1.2 m Swiss telescope at La Silla.
For the analysis of HD204313 we also included 104 RV mea-
surements by CORALIE, 56 of which were obtained after the
instrument upgrade performed in 2007 (Ségransan et al. 2010).
3. Stellar characteristics
The atmospheric parameters for the three stars studied here have
been obtained by Sousa et al. (2008) based on HARPS spec-
tra. Although in some cases now a larger number of spectra are
available, the gain in signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and therefore
in the precision of the parameters, is surely limited. We there-
fore decided to use the parameters as reported in Sousa et al.
(2008), which are listed in Table 2. We note that the reported
uncertainties for the atmospheric parameters do not consider po-
tential systematic errors and may therefore be underestimated.
The stellar mass is given without uncertainty because the
statistical error bar is certainly plagued with systematic errors
(the choice of the stellar tracks, the physics used to compute the
track, etc.). To compute the masses and semi-major axes of the
detected companions, we conservatively fixed the uncertainty of
the stellar mass to 10%. For all companions reported in this arti-
cle, except for HD1461 c and HD40307 f, the contribution of the
uncertainty in the stellar mass to the companion mass is larger
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Table 1. Basic characteristics of the HARPS observations of the three target stars. N is the total number of spectra, and Nnights is the total number
of nights on which the target was observed. The average signal-to-noise ratio (<S/N>) is computed over the nightly average spectra at 550 nm.
Dates
Target N Nnights start end time span [yr] <S/N>550 nm
HD1461 448 249 2003-09-16 2013-11-28 10.2 277
HD40307 441 226 2003-10-29 2014-04-05 10.4 246
HD204313 96 95 2006-05-05 2014-10-17 8.5 151
Table 2. Observed and inferred stellar parameters.
Parameters HD 1461 HD 40307 HD 204313
Sp. T.(1) G0V K3V G5V
V(1) 6.47 7.17 7.99
B − V (1) 0.674 0.935 0.697
pi(2) [mas] 43.02 ± 0.51 76.95 ± 0.37 21.11 ± 0.62
T (3)eff [K] 5765 ± 18 4977 ± 59 5776 ± 22
[Fe/H](3) [dex] +0.19 ± 0.01 −0.31 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.02
log (g)(3) [cgs] 4.38 ± 0.03 4.47 ± 0.16 4.38 ± 0.02
M(3)? [M] 1.02 0.77 1.02
log (R′HK)
(4) −5.021 ± 0.013 −4.940 ± 0.058 −5.024 ± 0.019
P(5)rot [days] 30.2 ± 3.5 47.9 ± 6.4 34.1 ± 3.7
P(6)rot [days] – 37.4 –
v sin (i?) [km s−1] - 1.61 2.4
References. (1) As listed in Perryman et al. (1997); (2) F. van Leeuwen (2007); (3) Sousa et al. (2008); (4) This work: mean and standard
deviation.; (5) Estimated from log (R′HK) using the relationship by Mamajek & Hillenbrand (2008). The reported uncertainty is the quadratic
addition of the individual errors propagated from the log (R′HK) uncertainty and the deviation in the values produced by the change in the activity
level.; (6) Measured in the log (R′HK) FWHM, and/or bisector time series.
than the contribution of the uncertainty in the orbital parame-
ters. This illustrates the importance of improving our knowledge
of the fundamental stellar characteristics, and the relevance of
space missions such as Gaia and PLATO.
All three stars are magnetically quiet, with a mean log (R′HK)
below -4.9, but they all exhibit magnetic variability on
timescales similar to the duration of the HARPS observations.
These variations are reminiscent of the solar activity cycle and
are described in more detail in the following sections. Despite
their relative brightness and solar-like characteristics, these stars
have not been systematically included in the southern surveys
of stellar activity targeting solar-like stars (e.g. Henry et al.
1996; Cincunegui et al. 2007; Mauas et al. 2012). To the best
of our knowledge, the only mention of one of the target stars in
southern surveys appears in Arriagada (2011). Based on eight
observations of HD204313 from the Magellan planet search
programme, Arriagada (2011) computed log (R′HK)=-5.0. Long-
term observations of the magnetic activity level of HD1461 ex-
ist from northern surveys (Hall et al. 2009), however. These ob-
servations show that the low level of activity of HD1461 was
maintained for at least 15 years and seem to confirm the cyclic
behaviour detected in the HARPS data (see Sect. 5).
The mean activity level is used to estimate the rotational pe-
riod of the targets using the relation reported by Mamajek &
Hillenbrand (2008). This estimate is also reported in Table 2.
4. Data analysis
4.1. Description of the models
The stellar radial velocity (RV) variations are described using
a physical model Mn consisting of n Keplerian curves repre-
senting potential planetary companions and activity signals with
timescales of the order of the rotational period, plus an addi-
tional signal produced by long-term stellar activity effects, a(t),
which could take different forms depending on the knowledge
we have on the stellar activity cycle (its period, etc.). The Kep-
lerian functions plus the long-term activity signal constitute the
deterministic part of the model (m). To this we add a statisti-
cal noise component  that represents the stellar activity "jitter"
– that is, the short-term activity-induced variability that is not
correctly modelled by a Keplerian curve– and all remaining sys-
tematic errors not considered in the reported uncertainties. As
mentioned in the introduction, the short-term activity signal de-
pends on the details of the active regions visible at a given time
on the stellar disk, their positions, sizes, and evolutions. This sig-
nal is therefore very hard to model using a single deterministic
model, which is why we decided to add to it a statistical (non-
deterministic) component that we call the stellar jitter. There-
fore, the RV prediction for model Mn at time ti can be written as
mi + i =
n∑
j=1
k j(ti) + a(ti) + i , (1)
where k j is the Keplerian curve of companion j. The Keplerian
curves were parametrised using their period, amplitude, eccen-
tricity, argument of periastron ω, and mean longitude at epoch
L0. We describe the statistical model for the stellar jitter in detail
below, but we note that we explicitly added the subindex i to the
noise component of the model i to indicate that it can poten-
tially depend on time. Additionally, the data errors are assumed
to be uncorrelated and normally distributed.
Furthermore, assuming that the error term  is distributed as
a zero-centred normal, with standard deviation σJ(ti) = σJi (po-
tentially a function of time), the likelihood function of our model
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Fig. 1. Stellar jitter for the constant-jitter model, fitted to the RV data of
HD40307 before and after BJD=2’454’800, which have different mean
levels of activity (see Sect. 6 for details).
takes the form (Gregory 2005, Sect. 4.8)
L =
∏
i
1
√
2pi
√
σ2i + σ
2
Ji
exp
− (vi − mi)2
2(σ2i + σ
2
Ji)
 , (2)
where (vi, σi) is the velocity measurement and its associated un-
certainty at time ti.
Stellar jitter
The stellar jitter is included in our model as an additional, sta-
tistical error in the model prediction. We note that this is differ-
ent from the approach taken by other authors (e.g. Tuomi et al.
2013a,b), who constructed a deterministic model of the stellar
activity at short timescales. In this analysis, we make the strong
assumption that the additional noise is uncorrelated and nor-
mally distributed. We note, however, that this term appears in
addition to any potential rotational signal modelled by a Keple-
rian curve. It aims at accounting for the parts of the rotational ac-
tivity signal that are not represented by the deterministic model.
In that sense, the white-noise assumption is probably less dra-
matic than if we were to use it to model the entire rotational ac-
tivity signal. Two simple models of the amplitude of the stellar
jitter were explored.
In the first one, the added jitter term has a constant amplitude
σJ for all times. In this case, the global value of σJ is the sole pa-
rameter of the statistical model. However, we know beforehand
that this model does not correctly describe the data because it is
known that the dispersion in RV time series is larger for more
active stars. To illustrate this, the constant jitter model was fitted
separately to the RV measurements of HD40307 (see Sect. 6) ob-
tained before and after BJD=2,454,800. As these data sets have
different stellar activity levels, it is no surprise to find a clear
difference in the distribution of the parameter σJ (Fig. 1). There-
fore, we decided to use a second model of the stellar activity jit-
ter, in which the standard deviation of the noise component  in-
creases linearly with log (R′HK). The dependency on log (R
′
HK) is
motivated by the fact that the scatter in the RV measurements in-
creases when the log (R′HK) activity proxy does, but the linearity
is an additional assumption of the model that needs to be tested.
The second model was parametrised using the jitter level when
log (R′HK)= −5.0 and the slope of the dependence of the jitter
amplitude with log (R′HK). The jitter level when log (R
′
HK)= −5.0
(the base-level jitter) represents any RV effect that might exist
for solar-type stars with such a low level of magnetic activity,
such as the granulation noise (e.g. Dumusque et al. 2011b) and
the undetected instrumental systematics changing from one night
to another, which do not appear anywhere else in our model.
The model requires an extra parameter and therefore suffers the
Occam penalty described in Sect. 4.4. However, it is preferred
by the available data for all three systems studied here, and we
therefore only consider the evolving jitter model in the analyses
presented below.
Stellar activity cycles
All three stars analysed here exhibit long-term activity varia-
tions reminiscent of the solar activity cycle. We claim that the
effect on the RV time series is clearly detected and include it in
the model in the form of the term a(t). The functional form of
a(t) is not fixed a priori, but is instead taken from a fit to the
log (R′HK) time series. We tried a number of different models to
fit the log (R′HK) time series (see Sect. 5), but in all cases, the
"shape" of the log (R′HK) time series was used to model the long-
term variations seen in the RV data.
To transform the variations in log (R′HK) into variations in RV,
a scaling constant α is included in the model. Previous stud-
ies exploring the effect of magnetic cycles on RV data have
parametrised an equivalent scaling constant as a function of the
effective temperature and the metallicity of the star (Lovis et al.
2011a). However, the dispersion around the fit is considerable,
and we therefore decided not to include a prior for parameter α.
We instead compared in each case the obtained result with the
expected value based on the Teff - [Fe/H] parametrisation.
We note that by modelling the effect of the activity cycle in
this way, we are assuming a linear relation between the variations
in the log (R′HK) proxy and the long-term activity-induced RV.
This is a different assumption from the one used for the jitter
model, which states that the amplitude of the additional Gaussian
noise scales linearly with log (R′HK).
4.2. Posterior sampling
To estimate the model parameter credible regions, we obtained
samples from the posterior distribution using the Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm described in Díaz et al. (2014)
with normal proposal distributions for all parameters. The al-
gorithm uses an adaptive principal component analysis to effi-
ciently sample densities with non-linear correlations.
To increase the efficiency of the MCMC algorithm, the start-
ing point for the chain was chosen using the genetic algorithm
(GA) implemented in the yorbit package (Ségransan et al. 2011).
This drastically reduces the burn-in period and guarantees that
the entire parameter space has been explored. We nevertheless
launched a number of independent chains to explore the pos-
sibility of multi-modal posterior distributions. The chains were
combined after thinning using their autocorrelation length.
The posterior of the stellar mass, which is not constrained in
our model, was assumed to be a normal distribution centred at
the value reported in Table 2, with a width equivalent to 10% of
this value. A randomly drawn sample from this distribution was
coupled to the MCMC sample of the remaining model param-
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eters to obtain the posteriors of model parameters such as the
planet minimum masses or the semi-major axes.
4.3. Choice of priors
The priors of the model parameters are presented in detail in the
Appendix for each system. In general, the only parameters with
informative priors are the orbital eccentricity and the parameters
of the activity signal a(t). For the eccentricity we chose a Beta
distribution, as advocated by Kipping (2013), who derived the
shape parameters that best match a sample of around 400 RV-
measured orbital eccentricities (a = 0.867, b = 3.03). The priors
for the long-term activity signal were chosen as normal distri-
butions around the least-squares fit to the log (R′HK) time series,
neglecting the covariances between the fit parameters (see Ta-
bles A.1, A.2, and A.3). This is the practical way in which we
incorporated the information present in the log (R′HK) time series
to our model.
For the remaining parameters we used uninformative priors
(i.e. uniform or Jeffreys). The limits chosen for each parameter
are shown in the tables in the Appendix.
4.4. Bayesian model comparison
One of the aims of our analysis is to establish the number of
periodic signals present in a given RV data set, independently
of their nature. Traditionally, this is addressed by studying the
periodogram of the RV time series and by estimating the signifi-
cance of the highest peak found. To do this, a series of synthetic
datasets are obtained by reshuffling or permuting the original
data points. The periodogram is computed on each newly cre-
ated data set and the power of the highest peak is recorded. The
histogram of the maximum peak powers is used to estimate the
p-value as a function of power level. This p-value is estimated
under the null hypothesis –in this case no (further) signal– since
no real signal is expected in the reshuffled data sets. If the p-
value of the highest peak in the original histogram is lower than
a predefined threshold, the best-fit Keplerian signal at the peak
frequency is subtracted from the data and the periodogram anal-
ysis is again performed on the velocity residuals. This process
is repeated until no further peaks appear above the threshold. Fi-
nally, a global fit including all detected frequencies is performed.
This technique has the advantage of being computationally
inexpensive and is expected to produce the correct number of
significant signals if the threshold p-value is chosen to be low
enough and provided the removed signals are well constrained.
However, it has two main limitations: a) the interpretation of
the p-value as a false-alarm probability is in general incorrect
and leads to an overestimation of the evidence against the null
hypothesis (Sellke et al. 2001), and b) the uncertainties of the
signals subtracted from the data are not taken into account when
computing the statistical significance of any potential remaining
signal (see e.g. Lovis et al. 2011b; Tuomi 2012; Hatzes 2013;
Baluev 2013). Therefore, when dealing with signals with am-
plitudes below ∼ 1 or 2 m s−1, which are similar to the activity
signals and to the uncertainty of the individual observations, it
is not advisable to conclude on the significance of the signals
based on the p-values obtained from the periodogram. In these
cases we resorted to the more rigorous technique of Bayesian
model comparison. We note, however, that the periodogram was
used throughout the analysis to identify possible periodicities in
the data, and when the associated p-value was low enough (typi-
cally below 0.1%), more sophisticated analyses were not deemed
necessary to declare the signal significant.
Bayesian statistics permits, unlike the frequentist approach,
computing the probability (p) of any logical proposition, where
the probability is understood to be a degree of plausibility for
that proposition. In this framework, comparing two models (M1
and M2) in the face of a given data set D and some information I
can be made rigorously by computing the ratio of their posterior
probabilities, known as the odds ratio:
O1,2 =
p(M1|D, I)
p(M2|D, I) =
p(M1|I)
p(M2|I) ·
p(D|M1, I)
p(D|M2, I) , (3)
where the first term on the right-hand side is called the prior odds
and is independent of the data, and the second term is the Bayes
factor and encodes all the support the data give to one model
over the other.
The Bayesian approach to model comparison treats models
with different numbers of parameters and non-nested models.
The Bayes factor has a built-in mechanism that penalises models
according to the number of free parameters they have (known as
Occam’s factor, see Gregory 2005, Sect. 3.5). We note that when
there is no prior preference for any model (p(M1|I)/p(M2|I) =
1), the Bayes factor is directly the odds ratio. To compute the
Bayes factor, the evidence or marginal likelihood of each model
are needed, defined as the weighted average of the model like-
lihood (p(D|θi,Mi, I) = L(θi)) over the prior parameter space1:
Ei = p(D|Mi, I) =
∫
pi(θi|Mi, I) · L(θi) · dθi , (4)
where θi denotes the parameter vector of model i, and pi(θi|Mi, I)
is the parameter prior distribution. In multi-dimensional param-
eter spaces, such as those associated with models of multi-planet
systems, the integral of Eq. 4 is often intractable and has to be
estimated numerically. Moreover, the basic Monte Carlo inte-
gration estimate consisting of obtaining the mean value of L(θi)
over a sample from the prior density is expected to fail for high-
dimensional problems if the likelihood is concentrated relative
to the prior distribution because most elements from the prior
sample will have very low likelihood values.
A considerable number of methods for estimating the evi-
dence exist in the literature (see Friel & Wyse 2012 for a recent
review and Kass & Raftery 1995). Estimating the evidence is dif-
ficult in multi-dimensional spaces, and different techniques can
lead to very different results (see e.g. Gregory 2007). We there-
fore decided to use three different methods and compare their re-
sults. All of them rely on posterior distribution samples and are
therefore relatively fast to compute because they use the sample
obtained with the MCMC algorithm described above. In some
cases, further samples are needed from known distributions from
which they can be drawn in a straightforward manner.
– The Chib & Jeliazkov (2001) estimator (hereafter CJ01) is
based on the fact that the marginal likelihood is the normal-
ising constant of the posterior density. The method requires
estimating the posterior density at a single point in param-
eter space θ?. To do this, a sample from the posterior den-
sity and from the proposal density used to produce the trial
steps in the MCMC algorithm are needed. The method is
straightforward and relatively fast, but can run into problems
for multi-modal posterior distributions (Friel & Wyse 2012).
In this study, the sample from the proposal distribution was
1 The prior distribution was assumed to be normalised to unity.
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obtained by approximating the proposal density by a multi-
variate normal with covariance equal to the covariance of the
posterior sample. The uncertainty was estimated by repeat-
edly sampling from the proposal density and using different
subsets of the posterior sample. A weakness of this method
as implemented here is the approximation of the proposal
density. Moreover, computing the likelihood on the sample
from this distribution is the most computationally expensive
step in the process, which limits the sample size that can be
drawn. Additionally, some of the draws from the proposal
distribution fall outside the prior domain, reducing the effec-
tive sample size further.
– The Perrakis et al. (2014) estimator (hereafter P14) is based
on the importance sampling technique. Importance sampling
improves the efficiency of Monte Carlo integration of a func-
tion over a given distribution using samples from a different
distribution, known as the importance sampling density (see
e.g. Geweke 1989; Kass & Raftery 1995).This technique can
readily be employed to estimate the integral in Eq. 4. P14
proposed using the product of the marginal posterior densi-
ties of the model parameters as importance sampling density,
which yields the estimator
Eˆi = N−1
N∑
n=1
L(θ(n))pi(θ(n)|Mi, I)∏qi
j=1 p j(θ
(n)|D, I) , (5)
where the p j, with j = 1, ..., qi, are the marginal posterior
densities of the model parameters, qi is the number of param-
eters in model i, and θ(n), with n = 1, ...,N, are the parameter
vectors sampled from the marginal posterior densities.
We here obtained the sample from the marginal posterior
densities by reshuffling the N elements from the joint poste-
rior sample obtained with the MCMC algorithm, so that cor-
relations between parameters are lost, as suggested by P14.
We note that if the marginal posterior sample is obtained in
this way, no further draws are necessary from the posterior
distribution, although computing the likelihood in the reshuf-
fled sample is still necessary and is the most time-consuming
step in the estimation. The technique also requires evaluat-
ing the marginal posterior probabilities that appear in the de-
nominator of Eq. 5. We estimated these densities using the
normalised histogram of the MCMC sample for each param-
eter. The error produced by this estimation of the marginal
posterior distributions is a weak point of our implementation
because it increases with the number of parameters as a result
of the product in the denominator. We are currently studying
more sophisticated techniques such as the non-parametric
kernel density estimation. The uncertainty was estimated by
repeatedly reshuffling the joint posterior sample to produce
new samples from the marginal posterior distributions.
– Tuomi & Jones (2012) also used importance sampling to
estimate the marginal likelihood. The importance sampling
function I is a mixture of posterior distribution samples at
different stages of a MCMC:
I ∝ (1 − λ)L(θi)pi(θi|I) + λL(θi−h)pi(θi−h|I). (6)
The level of mixture (λ) and the lag between samples (h) are
two parameters of the method that the authors explored. The
result is called a truncated posterior-mixture (TPM) estimate.
This estimator is designed to solve the well-known stabil-
ity problem of the harmonic mean estimator (HME) (New-
ton & Raftery 1994; Kass & Raftery 1995), which uses the
posterior density as importance sampling density. The HME
converges very slowly to the evidence (Friel & Wyse 2012;
Robert & Wraith 2009) and usually produces an estimator
with infinite variance (Robert & Wraith 2009). In addition,
as the HME is based solely in samples from the posterior,
which is typically much more peaked than the prior distribu-
tion, it will generally not be very sensitive to changes in the
prior. This is documented in Friel & Wyse (2012) and is a
clear drawback of the HME because the evidence is known
to be extremely sensitive to prior choice.
The TPM estimate aims at solving the stability problem by
using a mixture for the importance sampling density. This
estimator converges to the HME of Newton & Raftery (1994)
as λ tends to zero, and therefore its variance also tends to
infinity2. However, when λ is different from zero, the TPM
estimate is inconsistent, that is, it does not converge to the
evidence as the sample size increases. In addition, the TPM
estimate has the very important drawback of inheriting the
prior-insensitivity of the HME. It is therefore unable to cor-
rectly reproduce the effect of Occam’s penalisation found in
the Bayes factor. This is documented in the Tuomi & Jones
(2012) article where TPM is introduced, but is presented as
an advantage of the estimator. In summary, for λ = 0, the
TPM estimate is equivalent to the problematic HME, and
if λ > 0 the estimator is inconsistent. Therefore we do not
expect this estimator to produce reliable results, but we in-
cluded it for comparison.
5. HD1461
HD1461 hosts a super-Earth on a 5.77-day period orbit. Rivera
et al. (2010) reported its discovery based on 167 radial veloc-
ity measurements taken with HIRES on the Keck telescope over
12.8 years. The presence of two additional companions in longer
period orbits (P = 446.1 days and P = 5017 days) is also
discussed by the authors. We analysed 249 nightly averaged
HARPS measurements spanning more than ten years with a
mean internal uncertainty of 49 cm s−1, which include photon
noise and the error in the wavelength calibration.
A preliminary analysis of the HARPS radial velocities pro-
duced by the instrument pipeline revealed a periodic one-year
oscillation with an amplitude of ∼ 1.4 m s−1. This one-year
signal has previously been identified as a systematic effect in
HARPS data (Dumusque et al. 2015, submitted). Its origin is
the manufacturing of the E2V CCD by stitching together (512 ×
1024)-pixel blocks to reach the total detector size (4096 × 2048
pixels). The spacing between these blocks is not as regular as
the spacing between the columns within a block. Such disconti-
nuities are at the moment not taken into account in the HARPS
wavelength calibration. Despite the great stability of HARPS,
the position of the stellar spectral lines on the detector varies
throughout a year due to the changes in the Earth orbital veloc-
ity. Depending on the content of the spectrum and the systemic
velocity of the star some spectral lines may go through these
stitches and produce the observed yearly oscillation. This is the
case for HD1461, and we have corrected for this effect by re-
moving the responsible lines from the spectral correlation mask.
When this is done, the signal at one year disappears. The aver-
age uncertainty in the velocity increases around 13% due to the
smaller number of lines used for the correlation. The velocities
reported in Table 3 and plotted in Fig. 2 are the corrected version.
2 TPM converges in probability to the HME, which implies conver-
gence in distribution (E. Cameron, priv. comm.).
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Fig. 2. Top panel: HARPS time series of HD1461. The vertical dashed
line separates the active (BJD < 2’454’850) from the inactive data set.
Lower panel: GLS at periods over 400 days for the four time series
plotted in the top panel. The vertical dotted lines represent the time span
of observations and twice this value.
In Fig. 2 we plot time series of the RV, the log (R′HK) activity
proxy and two spectral line measurements (FWHM and bisec-
tor velocity span) that can also be affected by activity. A similar
long-term evolution of all four observables is clearly visible, in-
dicating the presence of a magnetic activity cycle (Sect. 5.2).
The top panel of Fig. 3 presents the generalized Lomb-Scargle
periodograms (GLS; Zechmeister & Kürster 2009) of the RV
data. The periodogram is dominated by a signal with a period of
5.77 days, compatible to the planet candidate reported by Rivera
et al. (2010). The amplitude of 2.37 ± 0.20 m s−1 also agrees
with Rivera et al. (2010) and corresponds to a minimum mass of
around 6.4 M⊕. In the remaining panels of Fig. 3 the GLS of the
residuals around models with increasing number of Keplerian
components are shown. Table 4 presents the Bayesian evidence
of models with at least three signals (including the activity cy-
cle; see below) and the associated Bayes factors with respect to
the three-Keplerian model. The model probabilities are plotted
in Fig. 4.
5.1. Two-Keplerian model. A new super-Earth candidate.
The residuals around the one-Keplerian model (Fig. 3) reveal
a new significant signal with P = 13.5 days and an amplitude
of 1.5 m s−1, accompanied by its yearly and seasonal aliases.
We employed the technique described by Dawson & Fabrycky
(2010) to identify the peak corresponding to the real signal, but
the data were not sufficient to obtain a definitive answer. A long-
term signal associated with the magnetic cycle (see below) is
also significant. There is no peak in the spectral window func-
tion that might indicate that the 13.5-day peak is an alias of the
longer activity-induced signal. On the other hand, the signal
period is close to the first harmonic of the estimated rotational
period. Boisse et al. (2011), among others, showed that activity-
induced signals preferentially appear at the rotational period and
its two first harmonics. However, the signal is recovered with the
same period and amplitude if only the last five seasons of ob-
servations (BJD > 2’454’850) are considered, when the activity
level of HD1461 was at a minimum. This indicates that the sig-
nal is coherent over many years, which is not expected from a
signal induced by stellar magnetic activity.
Furthermore, none of the log (R′HK), bisector or FWHM time
series show any significant power at this period. The bisector ve-
locity span time series exhibits a dispersion of 1.24 m s−1 and
1.16 m s−1, respectively, before and after the degree-three poly-
nomial is used to correct for the effect of the activity cycle (see
below). The GLS of the bisector exhibits significant power at
29.2 days with an amplitude of around 60 cm s−1, most likely
caused by the stellar rotational modulation (see Table 2). The
FWHM time series does not present any significant periodicity
when the long-term trend is removed and exhibits a dispersion
of only 3 m s−1 over more than ten years. The time series of
the log (R′HK) activity proxy, after correction for the long-term
variation interpreted as the activity cycle, still exhibits power at
periods ∼ 500 days. As discussed below, this is surely due to an
incorrect modelling of the activity cycle, which introduces alias-
ing frequencies in the periodogram of the corrected time series.
We conclude that the signal is best explained as produced by
an additional planetary companion to HD1461, with a minimum
mass of around 6 M⊕3. The parameters of the new companion
are listed in Table 5.
5.2. Activity cycle and search for additional signals.
A common long-term evolution is conspicuous in the time se-
ries plotted in the upper panel of Fig. 2. The periodograms in
the lower panel of the same figure show peaks at periods of
around 3000 days, close to the time span of the observations
(Table 1). Changes in the bisector span throughout a solar-like
magnetic activity cycle are expected from changes in the convec-
tive blueshift pattern (see for example Gray & Baliunas 1995;
Gray et al. 1996; Dumusque et al. 2011a; Lovis et al. 2011a).
These variations have a slightly longer period that the variation
observed in the RV time series. The period of the FWHM is not
yet constrained. We conclude that the long-period signal seen in
the RV time series is produced by a magnetic activity cycle, with
a period of Pcycle = 9.64 ± 0.21 yr, as measured by a Keple-
rian fit to the log (R′HK) time series. Hall et al. (2009) presented
seasonally averaged log (R′HK) measurements between late 1998
and late 2007. These data agree well with the trend observed in
the HARPS time series and seem to confirm the amplitude of ac-
tivity variations. On the other hand, the combined data set hints
3 This companion was previously announced by Mayor et al. (2011).
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Fig. 3. Periodograms of the RV data of HD1461 (top panel) and residu-
als around models with 1, 2, and 3 Keplerians. The horizontal lines are
the 10% and 1% p-value levels.
at a longer period and at a shorter active season around the year
2007. A fit of the combined data set gives a period between 16
yr and 18 yr.
The RV signature of the activity cycle has a period P =
9.1 ± 0.4 years, an amplitude above 3 m s−1, and a significant
eccentricity of e = 0.43 ± 0.07. It is the dominant feature in
the residuals of the model, including the planets at 5.77 and 13.5
days. This signal has to be corrected for to continue searching for
signals in the RV time series and to avoid mistaking an alias of
this long-term variation with real periodic signals. For example,
the one-year aliases of the signal with the period of the activity
cycle are located at 330 and 407 days. The GLS periodogram of
the RV residuals shows significant power at these frequencies.
On the other hand, the best-fit Keplerian curve to the log (R′HK)
has a slightly different period and eccentricity (e = 0.17 ± 0.07
for log (R′HK)) than the one for the RVs, as also seen in the pe-
riodograms of Fig. 2. An incorrect correction for the effect of
activity can introduce spurious signals in the data.
We therefore decided to study different functional forms for
the activity function a(t) included in our model (Eq. 1) and to
compare the signals obtained under each method. A signal in-
dependent of the correction method intuitively has more sup-
port than a signal that is only found for one particular correction
method. The activity cycle was included in the model of the RV
data in two different manners:
a) the log (R′HK) variations are modelled using a sinusoidal
function, and the best-fit parameters are used as Gaussian
priors for a fit to the RV time series, with the exception of
the sine amplitude, which is free to vary, and
b) same as (a), but using a Keplerian function instead of a sinu-
soid.
Additionally, we tested other methods of removing the activity
signal from the RV time series a priori:
c) applying a low-pass filter (cutoff at 100 days) to the log (R′HK)
time series and using the filtered time series to detrend the
RV data (see Dumusque et al. 2012), and
d) running a principal component analysis on the combined
log (R′HK) and RV time series; the corrected RV are con-
structed by using only the second principal component,
which is orthogonal to the direction of the joint variation of
RV and log (R′HK).
We note that all the methods used to account for the activity
cycle assume a linear relation between the variations observed
in the log (R′HK) proxy and those in the RV data. The alternative
of fitting an additional Keplerian curve to the RV data without
any prior information on the log (R′HK) variations was discarded
because it does not fully consider all available information. The
search for additional signals was also performed on the RV data
obtained after JD = 2’454’850, which correspond to the last five
observing seasons and to the period of lesser magnetic activity,
according to the log (R′HK) proxy. These inactive data set contains
191 nightly averaged observations spanning 4.5 yr. The activity
cycle is less prominent in these data and appears as a weak drift
in the radial velocities.
Additional signals were searched for in the RV data using
each of the models of the activity cycle and adding a further Ke-
plerian signal to the model with two planets and the magnetic
cycle. We initialised the MCMC algorithm using the best-fit so-
lution of the two-Keplerian model for the parameters of the two
super-Earths and randomly drawing parameters from the prior
joint density for the third potential planet. We note that although
the two known planets were started at fixed points, no informa-
tive priors were used for their parameters, and they therefore
were able to change freely if the data required it in the model
with three planets. To thoroughly explore the parameter space,
we launched 75 chains thus initialised. We list the priors used
for each parameter in Table A.1.
As expected, the chains became trapped in the numerous lo-
cal likelihood maxima associated with different values of the pe-
riod of the putative additional planet. By comparing the value of
log(L pi) in each maximum, where L is the likelihood function
and pi is the prior probability density, those that clearly produced
a much poorer fit were discarded.
Two signals were found irrespective of the method employed
to model the activity cycle or correct its effect: a signal at 22.9
days with an amplitude of around 75 cm s−1, and another one
around 620 days with an amplitude of 1.2 m s−1. We note that
their frequencies are not significantly present in the periodogram
of the residuals of the three-Keplerian model (Fig. 3). Table 4
presents the results of the Bayesian model comparison between
models with and without these two additional periodicities, using
a Keplerian model for the activity cycle with priors based on the
log (R′HK) time series, as explained above.
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Fig. 4. HD1461. Odds ratio for models with n Keplerian curves with
respect to models with n − 1 Keplerian curves as a function of model
complexity n, assuming equal unity prior odds in all cases. The esti-
mates using different techniques are shown and the customary limits for
positive (On+1,n = 3) and strong (On+1,n = 20) and their inverses are
shown as dashed and dotted lines, respectively. The model with four
signals contains the 620-day Keplerian.
5.3. Four-Keplerian model I. The 22.9-day signal.
The parameters of the 22.9-day period Keplerian are approxi-
mately the same for different methods and for the inactive data
set. In Table 4 both the CJ01 and P14 estimators indicate that
the improvement in the data fit is not enough to justify the inclu-
sion of the 22.9-day signal. The Bayesian information criterion
(BIC)4 is inconclusive in this respect. We therefore discarded the
possibility that only the 22.9-day signal is present. We tested, on
the other hand, the inclusion of both 22.9-day and 620-day sig-
nals, but this model is not favoured by the data, probably due to
the larger number of parameters. As discussed above, the TPM
estimator overestimates the evidence for all cases and does not
incorporate the Occam penalisation correctly, leading to a pref-
erence for more complex models, as is clearly seen in Table 4.
5.4. Four-Keplerian model II. The 620-day period signal
Both the CJ01 and P14 techniques favour the inclusion of a sig-
nal at 620 days, with a Bayes factor of 60 and 20, respectively,
which is considered as strong evidence (Kass & Raftery 1995).
The estimation based on the BIC leads to a similar conclusion.
For all models used to describe the effect of the activity cycle
of HD1461 on the RV measurements, a signal at around 630
days is seen, albeit its period changes slightly with the method
employed. Methods (a) and (b) produce a signal closer to 615
days, while for methods (c) and (d), the signal is found closer to
640 days (Fig. 5). For all methods, the amplitude is compatible.
If this signal is of planetary origin, the minimum mass of the
companion would be Md ∼ 14.5 ± 1.3 M⊕. No significant power
is present at similar periods in the time series of the log (R′HK),
the bisector velocity span, or the FWHM, even after subtracting
the long-term trend associated with the magnetic cycle.
If only the inactive data set (BJD > 2’454’850) is consid-
ered, the GLS periodogram of the residuals of a two-Keplerian
model exhibits significant (p-value < 0.01) power at the period
4 The BIC is a very popular estimator based solely on the maximum
likelihood of the model and the number of free parameters (Schwarz
et al. 1978). It is therefore extremely simple to compute. According to
Kass & Raftery (1995), minus half the BIC tends to the logarithmic
evidence of the model as the size of the data set increases. However, the
authors warn that that the relative error is O(1), meaning that even for
large samples the correct value is not achieved.
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Fig. 5. Marginal posterior distributions of the orbital period, eccentric-
ity, phase, and signal amplitude for the signal at around 620 days for
each method used to account for the RV effect of the activity cycle. Also
included are the posterior distributions using only the RVs obtained dur-
ing the period of lower activity.
of the signal (Fig. 6). However, when a linear drift is added to
the model to account for the effect of the activity cycle, the am-
plitude of the peak is strongly reduced (Fig. 6), indicating that
the periodicity may be an alias of the long-term trend and not
a real signal. The 22.9-day signal exhibits the same behaviour.
This would explain why the signal is recovered for all the correc-
tion methods of the activity cycle, as well as the slight change of
the period under different corrections. Since a long-period signal
must remain in the data for the alias frequencies to be present,
this either means that the correction of the activity cycle is not
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Table 4. Model probabilities for HD1461. Estimate of the evidence (marginal likelihood) for models with n = 3, ..., 5 Keplerians. The periods of
the included signals are listed in the second column. The estimates based on the method of Chib & Jeliazkov (2001) (CJ01) and Perrakis et al.
(2014) (P14) are given in Cols. 3 and 4. For comparison, we also report the estimate obtained based on the Tuomi & Jones (2012) TPM estimator
and on the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) in Cols. 5 and 6. For clarity, we have subtracted 1100 from each estimation, which corresponds to
a change of units in the observed radial velocities. Columns 7 and 8 list the base-10 logarithm of the odds ratio between model i with respect to the
three-Keplerian model. Additionally, the posterior estimates of the amplitude of the additional base-level noise and the dispersion of the residuals
are given in Cols. 9 and 10.
log p(D|Mn, I) − 1100 p(Mn |D, I)/p(M3 |D, I) σJn |logR′HK=−5 σO−C
n Periods [d] CJ01 P14 TPM BIC CJ01 P14 [ms−1] [ms−1]
3 {5.77, 13.5,
3500}
80.44 ± 0.06 81.15 ± 0.05 132.51 93.76 1.0 1.0 2.20 ± 0.19 2.257 ± 0.071
4 {5.77, 13.5,
22.9, 3500}
76.31 ± 0.11 79.84 ± 0.05 143.52 93.18 0.016 ± 0.002 0.274 ± 0.016 2.15 ± 0.18 2.242 ± 0.075
4 {5.77, 13.5,
620, 3500}
84.57 ± 0.04 84.16 ± 0.11 145.74 97.07 60.8 ± 4.0 19.6 ± 2.4 1.87 ± 0.19 1.965 ± 0.092
5 {5.77, 13.5,
22.9, 620,
3500}
77.24 ± 0.17 76.92 ± 0.14 153.97 93.94 (2.25 ± 0.30) × 10−4 0.015 ± 0.003 1.81 ± 0.19 1.946 ± 0.098
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Fig. 6. HD1461. GLS periodogram of the RV residuals of the two-
Keplerian model (top) and two-Keplerian + linear drift (bottom) for data
taken after JD = 2’454’850 (the inactive data set). The two peaks stand-
ing out as significant signals in the top panel have periods of 22.9 days
and around 650 days. Note that the significance is reduced drastically
when the long-term trend caused by the activity cycle is removed, indi-
cating that the observed periodicities are aliases of a long-period signal
present in the data.
fully satisfactory with any of the methods or that an additional
long-term signal, still not fully sampled, is present in the data.
We conclude that although the periodicity at 620-day period is
significantly present in the data, its nature is still uncertain and
might originate in an incomplete correction of the activity cycle.
5.5. The planetary system around HD1461
Our final model of the RV series includes two Keplerian curves
for the known planet candidates at 5.77 and 13.5 days and an ad-
ditional Keplerian curve to model the activity cycle. The planet
signals are independent of the method used to model the activity
cycle. For simplicity, we chose the Keplerian model, which also
allows us, unlike the filtering and principal components method,
to include the uncertainties in the parameters in the error budget
of the planet signals.
The resulting posterior distributions for the semi-amplitude
and the orbital eccentricity are shown in Fig. 7, which clearly
shows that the three signals have amplitudes significantly dif-
ferent from zero. The covariance between the three semi-
amplitudes and the eccentricities is much smaller than the vari-
ance of each parameter. In Table 5 the mode and 68.3% credi-
ble intervals are listed for all MCMC parameters and for a se-
ries of derived parameters. The reflex motion induced by the
new companion at the 13.5-day period has an amplitude of
1.49±0.17 m s−1, which implies a minimum mass of 5.59±0.73
M⊕, in agreement with the values reported by Mayor et al.
(2011). The RV amplitude associated with the activity cycle is
1.51 ± 0.26 m s−1, which means that the scaling constant α be-
tween log (R′HK) and RV is 74.2±12.8 m s−1/dex, in good agree-
ment with the value calibrated as a function of effective temper-
ature and metallicity by Lovis et al. (2011a), which gives 74.5
m s−1/dex.
The RV data folded to the best-fit period of each signal are
shown in Fig. 8 after subtracting the effect of the remaining sig-
nals. This correction was made by computing the model corre-
sponding to each Keplerian curve for each step of the MCMC,
sampled at the data times. The mean value of these models in
each data time was subtracted from the observed data. The blue
curves in Fig. 8 are the 95% highest density interval (HDI) of the
curve sampled in 300 phase points. We computed this in a similar
way as Gregory (2011): the period of each signal was sampled at
300 points, and the corresponding RV model was computed for
each posterior sample element obtained with the MCMC algo-
rithm.
To study the stability of the system, we performed a numer-
ical integration of the system over half a million years using the
Mercury code (Chambers 1999). Two simulations were run: the
first using the minimum masses as the true masses of the com-
panions and coplanar orbits, and the second one increasing the
masses by a factor two and including a mutual inclination of
ten degrees. The initial eccentricities were set to the 95% upper
confidence level. In both cases the system was stable over the
integrated time scale. Additionally, the eccentricities did not in-
crease beyond 0.24 and 0.23 for planet b and c, respectively. The
fractional semi-major axis change is smaller than 10−6 for the
outer companion and around 8× 10−5 for the inner one, which is
similar to the precision of the integrator.
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The residuals of the model with three Keplerians still show
significant scatter (2.3 m s−1), which forces the additional noise
component of the model to be 1.7 ± 0.1 m s−1 for the mean
log (R′HK) value. This is caused partially by the remaining signal
originated in an incomplete cycle correction and by other effects
that were not taken into account in our model, such as rotational
modulation of the RV data due to stellar spots. It could also be
indicative of additional planets in the system. Further observa-
tions of this system are needed to fully characterise it.
Rivera et al. (2010) reported two potential signals with pe-
riods around 450 and 5000 days in their HIRES data set. In the
light of the present analysis, their detection might be related to
an incompletely sampled magnetic cycle, although more data are
needed to reach a firm conclusion on the nature of those sug-
gested periodicities.
6. HD40307
HD40307 was reported to host three super-Earth-type planets
with orbital periods Pb = 4.311 d, Pc = 9.6 d, and Pd = 20.5
d by Mayor et al. (2009, hereafter M09,) based on 2.4 years
of HARPS data. More recently, Tuomi et al. (2013a, hereafter
T13,) analyzed the publicly available HARPS data, which in-
cluded the M09 data and observations taken on three additional
nights, and claimed the presence of three additional planets in
the system, with orbital periods Pe = 34.62 d, Pf = 51.76 d, and
Pg = 197.8 d. Planet g would be in the habitable zone of the
star. They also detected a periodic signal with P ∼ 320 days that
they attributed to magnetic activity effects because its amplitude
changes depending on the fraction of the spectrum used to com-
pute the radial velocities. The analysis by T13 differs from the
one by M09 mainly in the way the radial velocities are obtained
–by template matching instead of mask cross-correlation– and
in that they used the complete HARPS data set instead of the
nightly binned velocities, including seven points taken during
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Table 5. Parameter posteriors for the HD1461 system. The epoch is BJD=2,455,155.3854 for planets b and c and BJD=2,455,195.8367 for the
magnetic cycle.
Orbital parameters Planet b Planet c Magnetic cycle
Orbital period, P• [days] 5.77152 ± 0.00045 13.5052 ± 0.0029 3503 ± 80
RV amplitude, K• [ m s−1] 2.28 ± 0.15 1.49 ± 0.17 1.51 ± 0.26
Eccentricity, e• < 0.131;< 0.172† < 0.228;< 0.305† 0.103+0.063−0.030
Argument of periastron, ω• [deg] –† –† 294 ± 15
e1/2 cos(ω) 0.131 ± 0.092•
e1/2 sin(ω) −0.298 ± 0.068•
Mean longitude at epoch, L•0 [deg] 271.6 ± 4.1 317.9 ± 6.6 148.6 ± 6.7
Systemic velocity, V•0 [ km s
−1] −10.05960 ± 1.7 × 10−4
Semi-major axis of relative orbit, a [AU] 0.0634 ± 0.0022 0.1117 ± 0.0039 –
Minimum mass, M sin i [M⊕] 6.44 ± 0.61 5.59 ± 0.73 –
Noise model‡
Additional noise at log (R′HK)=-5, σJ |•−5.0 [ m s−1] 2.13+0.25−0.11
Slope, α•J [ m s
−1/dex] 25.5 ± 6.4
Additional noise at <log (R′HK)> [ m s
−1] 1.67 ± 0.09
rms(O − C) [ m s−1] 2.260 ± 0.067
Notes.
•: MCMC jump parameter.
†: eccentricity does not differ significantly from zero; the 95% and 99% upper limits are reported. The argument of periastron ω is therefore
unconstrained.
‡: the additional (stellar) noise for measurement i is σJi = σJ |−5.0 + αJ · (log (R′HK)i + 5.0).
the commissioning of the instrument. Additionally, T13 used a
moving-average model to take into account the correlation be-
tween individual observations taken during a single night, a de-
terministic model of the short-term activity signal. The analysis
presented here includes four additional years of data, for a total
of 226 nightly averaged radial velocity measurements taken over
eight years. This represents around 70% more data points than
used by M09. We list the data in Table 6.
The radial velocity data set is plotted in Fig. 9 together with
the time series of the log (R′HK), the bisector velocity span, and
the FWHM of the CCF. A low-frequency signal is clearly visi-
ble in all the observables. As for HD1461, it seems reasonable
to assume that this long-term trend is linked to a stellar magnetic
cycle. This signal is currently stronger than the reflex motion
produced by the known companion at a four-day period, which
illustrates the hindering effect magnetic cycles have on the de-
tection of low-mass planets. The period of the signal is largely
unconstrained, and we therefore decided to model it with a third-
degree polynomial instead of a periodic function.
It is interesting to compare the evolution of the time series
as the level of activity changes. Throughout this section we con-
sider the inactive and active data sets, corresponding to the ob-
servations obtained before and after BJD ∼ 2′454′800, respec-
tively (Fig. 9). The inactive data set includes only one additional
observing night with respect to the data presented by M09, and
two less than the data analysed by T13. The inactive period has
<log (R′HK)>= −4.99, and a typical dispersion of 0.014. In the
active data set we find <log (R′HK)>= −4.87 and rms = 0.024
dex over 90 observations, that is, an increased level of activity
and significantly larger dispersion. We expect these differences
to reflect on the radial velocities. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the ad-
ditional noise increases from 1.0 m s−1 to 1.7 m s−1 between the
inactive and active data sets and justifies the use of the varying-
jitter model.
In the top panel of Fig. 10 we present the periodogram of
the HARPS RV data. The periods of the three planets reported
by M09 (4.3, 9.6, and 20.5 days) are seen as narrow spikes in
the periodogram. The long-term trend is also present. The re-
maning panels in Fig. 10 present the GLS of the residuals to fits
with three, four, and five Keplerian signals, plus an additional
third-degree polynomial to account for the activity cycle. The
corresponding model evidence estimates are listed in Table 7
and plotted in Fig. 14. The methods of CJ01 and P14 agree re-
markably well for models with up to four planets, with differ-
ences smaller than 1.4 in log p(D|Mn, I). As expected, the TPM
estimator of Tuomi & Jones (2012) largely overestimates the ev-
idences.
In all models with at least three planets, the system an-
nounced by M09 is recovered, albeit with a slightly shorter pe-
riod for planet d (P ∼ 20.42 d instead of P ∼ 20.46 d). This is
probably due to the effect of activity at a similar period. Indeed,
a significant peak appears at P = 21.4 days in the bisector time
series (Fig. 11) when the long-term trend is corrected. However,
when a least-square fit is performed on each observing season
individually, the amplitude of the bisector signal is seen to anti-
correlate with the one in the RVs. The bisector amplitude varies
from below 50 cm s−1 during the first three seasons to around
2.5 m s−1 when the activity increases. If the signal in the RV data
were produced by magnetic activity, we would expect a correla-
tion to exist between its amplitude and that of the bisector signal.
The fact that an anti-correlation is seen indicates that the activ-
ity signal is scrambling the signal seen in the RV, but does not
cast doubt on its interpretation as a planetary companion. Oth-
erwise, the amplitude and eccentricity distributions of the three
companions are compatible in all models. The base-level addi-
tional noise is below 1 m s−1 for all models with at least three
signals (Fig. 12), illustrating the high precision of HARPS. As
the level of complexity of the model increases, the needed addi-
tional noise level decreases. For the five- and six-signal models,
the noise level is around 60 cm s−1. On the other hand, the mod-
els with a weaker base-level jitter have a higher sensitivity to
log (R′HK), that is, a larger slope parameter.
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Fig. 9. Upper panel: HARPS time series of HD40307. For log (R′HK),
the empty circles are the data included in M09, and have <log (R′HK)>=−4.99. The filled circles are the new data presented here, with
<log (R′HK)>= −4.87. The vertical dashed line separates the active (BJD
< 2’454’800) from the inactive data set. Lower panel: corresponding
GLS periodograms for periods longer than 400 days. The vertical dot-
ted lines represent the time span of observations and twice this value.
6.1. Four-Keplerian model. A super-Earth companion on a
51.6-day period orbit.
A 51.6-day period signal appears as significant when the model
with three Keplerian signals and a degree-three polynomial is
subtracted (Fig. 10). Given that a long-term signal was sub-
tracted, particular care should be given to the spectral window: as
seen for HD1461, if the signal is not correctly corrected for and
some power remains at very long periods, peaks will appear at
the frequencies present in the spectral window function. In this
case, no peak is present at frequencies corresponding to ∼ 51
days in the window function of the HD40307 data. The 51.6-day
signal has an amplitude of 75 cm s−1. All models with at least
four Keplerians converge to a period of P ∼ 51.6 days, with
an eccentricity distribution that in all cases is compatible with
a circular orbit. Its amplitude, however, depends mildly on the
model (Fig. 13). In the model with four signals, the amplitude is
around 75 cm s−1, while in more complex models the amplitude
is closer to 85 - 90 cm s−1.
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Fig. 10. Periodogram of the RV data of HD40307 (top panel), and of
the residuals around models with three (second from top), four (second
from bottom), and five (bottom) Keplerian signals in addition to a cubic
function to take into account the long-term trend produced by the mag-
netic cycle of the star. The horizontal dotted and dashed lines represent
the 10% and 1% false alarm probability levels, respectively.
When this fourth Keplerian is included, the model probabil-
ity increases by a factor of 9.3± 1.7 or 22.6± 2.8 using the CJ01
and P14 estimates, respectively. This corresponds to positive and
strong evidence in favour of the fourth signal, according to the
scale presented by Kass & Raftery (1995). The evidence esti-
mates based on these two techniques agree within 30%, which is
remarkable given the difficulties associated with estimating the
evidence in high-dimensional spaces (Gregory 2007).
We note that this signal is not far from the rotational pe-
riod estimated based on the log (R′HK) level (Table 2). Indeed,
the active period of the bisector velocity span exhibits a signifi-
cant peak (p-value < 0.01) at P = 51.5 days. However, the peak
power is reduced to below the level of the p-value = 0.1 when
the data are detrended to account for the long-term evolution.
Additionally, no equivalent peak is seen in the inactive period.
Although this may cause concern at first sight, the 51.6-day sig-
nal is present in the RV data set even after the long-term effect
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Fig. 11. GLS periodogram of the bisector velocity span of HD40307. A
peak at the period of planet d is clearly detected.
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Fig. 12. HD40307. Posterior distribution of the amplitude the additional
white noise for an inactive star log (R′HK)= -5.0. The dashed vertical
lines represent the mean of each distribution.
has been removed. The fourth Keplerian signal is therefore prob-
ably not attributable to stellar activity. The parameters are pre-
sented in Table 9.
6.2. Five-Keplerian model. A doubtful 205-day period signal.
The periodogram of the residuals around the four-Keplerian
model exhibits peaks at ∼ 200 days and 28.6 days with power
above the p-value=0.01 level (Fig. 10). The signal at 28.6 days
is most probably an alias introduced by an incomplete correc-
tion of the long-term variability. The most prominent peak of the
window function after the one-year peak is at 27.8 days, proba-
bly linked to the Moon orbital period5. Including a fifth Keple-
rian in the MCMC model leads to a period of P ∼ 205 d for the
fifth signal, with an amplitude of 80 cm s−1and an eccentricity
posterior distribution peaked at 0.32 but compatible with zero at
the 90%-level.
Up to this point, the estimates of the model evidence pro-
vided by the CJ01 and P14 techniques have agreed, at least qual-
itatively. However, they disagree strongly concerning the signif-
icance of the fifth Keplerian signal. While based on the P14 esti-
mator the five-Keplerian model is around 15.8 times more prob-
able than the model with only four signals, the CJ01 estimate
5 Observations are usually scarcer during full Moon.
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Fig. 13. HD40307. Posterior distribution of the amplitude of the fourth
signal. The dashed vertical lines represent the mean of each distribution.
The model with four Keplerians produces a slightly weaker signal than
the more complex models.
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Fig. 14. HD40307. Odds ratio for models with n Keplerian curves with
respect to models with n − 1 Keplerian curves as a function of model
complexity n, assuming equal unity prior odds in all cases. The esti-
mates using different techniques are shown and the customary limits for
positive (On+1,n = 3) and strong (On+1,n = 20) and their inverses are
shown as dashed and dotted lines, respectively. The odds ratio in favour
of the model with three Keplerians is out of scale.
indicates that the the four-Keplerian model is 2.6 times more
probable than the five-Keplerian model.
The difference is certainly due to the approximations and
limitations of each estimator and highlights the difficulty of ob-
taining a robust estimate of the integral in Eq. 4 for highly di-
mensional models. This problem was also reported by Gregory
(2007) in his study of the radial velocity data of HD11964. The
author compared three different techniques for computing the
evidence and found large differences (factors of around 20) for
models with more than two planets. In our case, the estimates for
models with n = 2, 3 differ by a factor of a few (3 - 4), and even
less for the model with four planets. On the other hand, a differ-
ence of three orders of magnitudes exists for the model with five
Keplerians.
As final value for the evidence of the four-Keplerian model,
we adopted the geometric mean between both estimates, with an
uncertainty that contains both estimates (Table 8). We did this to
account for the systematic errors associated with the estimation
technique. The values in Table 8 indicate that it is not possible
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Table 8. Summary of the Bayesian evidence computation for each
model. The geometric mean between the estimates by CJ01 and P14
is computed. The uncertainties are the quadratic mean between the sta-
tistical errors reported in Table 7 and the difference between the two
estimates.
n log p(D|Mn, I) − 1000 log10 p(Mn|D, I)/p(M3|D, I)
2 1.26 ± 0.70 −20.75 ± 0.61
3 49.04 ± 0.62 0.0
4 51.71 ± 0.23 1.16 ± 0.29
5 50.38 ± 3.98 0.6 ± 1.8
6 28.2 ± 20.7 −9.0 ± 9.0
to decide between models with four and five signals with the
current data. However, it can still be claimed that the model with
four signals is more probable than the model with three planets
(between 7.4 and 28 times).
On the other hand, the spectral window function of the anal-
ysed data exhibit peaks near this period (Fig. 18)6. Even if
present in the RV data, the observed signal at 205 days could also
be an alias introduced by an incomplete correction of the activ-
ity cycle. Moreover, with a period of around 200 days, the puta-
tive planet would be well inside the habitable zone of HD40307
(T13). For such planet it is particularly important to have strong
and robust evidence for this signal and its nature. We there-
fore decided to remain cautious and to conservatively retain the
model with four signals over the one included the 205-day vari-
ability.
6.3. Six-Keplerian model.
The residuals of the model with five Keplerians still show power
at 28.6 days, but with a much smaller amplitude (Fig. 10,
lower panel). No additional signal is significant according to the
periodogram analysis. However, as discussed above, the peri-
odogram can produce an incorrect estimate of the significance
of a signal, and we therefore estimated the Bayesian evidence
for a model with six signals.
When adopting this model for the MCMC algorithm the fifth
Keplerian does not converge to a clear maximum. There is poste-
rior mass at periods of ∼200 days, but also at around 28 days and
330 days (see Fig. 10). The sixth Keplerian also exhibits a mul-
timodal behaviour, with power at 200 days, 34.6 days, and 20.5
days. This shows that the fifth and sixth Keplerians, if present in
the data, do not have a clearly defined period in this model. We
note that the signal at 34.6 days and the one at around 200 days
have been announced by T13 as planets e and g, respectively. We
discuss this further in Sect. 6.5.
The Bayesian model comparison rules out the six-signal
model as less probable than models with three or four Keplerians
(Table 7). The discrepancy between the two estimates becomes
much stronger for this model than for the four-Keplerian one,
but the conclusion holds even if the systematic error between the
estimators is taken into account (Table 8).
6.4. Signals in other observables. The stellar rotation period.
The remaining observables obtained routinely from the HARPS
spectra are used to validate the nature of the planetary signals.
They often exhibit a high stability. In the case of HD40307, for
example, the dispersion of the bisector measurements is 1.25
6 There is significant power at 180 days and 240 days, the latter prob-
ably related to the duration of the observing season.
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Fig. 15. Periodogram of the active FWHM time series of HD40307 after
detrending using a third-degree polynomial. The single peak reaching
the p-value=0.01 level (indicated by the dot-dashed lines) has P = 37.4
days. We interpret it as a signature of the stellar rotation period.
m s−1 over more than ten years and only 0.86 m s−1 for the
inactive data (defined in Sect. 6; around three years of data).
This shows the exquisite precision and long-term stability of the
HARPS spectrograph.
A significant period of around 37.4 days is found in the ac-
tive time series of the FWHM, after correcting for the long-term
evolution using a second-degree polynomial fit (Fig. 15). A peak
at the same period appears in the GLS periodogram of the active
log (R′HK) time series, albeit with p-value > 0.01(see, however,
Tuomi 2012; Lovis et al. 2011b), and is also seen in the BIS time
series at a slightly different period (39.1 days). We interpret this
as the signature of the rotational period of the star, which is es-
timated to be around P = 47.9 ± 6.4 days (Table 2) taking the
entire data set, and P = 41.6±1.7 days (Mamajek & Hillenbrand
2008) if only the active part of the log (R′HK) is considered.
Other signals are present in the log (R′HK) time series. Con-
sidering the entire data set, a significant periodicity at 27.2 days
appears, which is probably related to the first harmonic of the
rotational period. The inactive time series exhibits power at 340
days and 41.2 days. Both periods have also been reported in the
analysis of the S index by T13. The former is probably due to
the long-term evolution of the stellar activity, while the latter is
related to the rotational period as well. It is tempting to hypothe-
sise that the difference with the period found in the inactive data
set (P = 39.4 days) is due to the migration of active regions
towards lower (faster) latitudes as the cycle progresses.
Signals at periods of between 1000 - 2000 days are seen in
the log (R′HK) and FWHM time series as well. Most, if not all
of them, are probably caused by an imperfect detrending of the
long-term evolution, which introduces periodicities at frequen-
cies associated with the spectral window function.
6.5. The planetary system around HD40307
HD40307 hosts four planetary candidates. We confirm the candi-
date announced by T13 with a period of 51.6 days, although the
amplitude is slightly smaller in our analysis, implying a decrease
of the minimum mass from 5.2 M⊕ to 3.6 M⊕. The posterior dis-
tributions of the model parameters are presented in Table 9. The
histogram of the MCMC sample for the signal amplitude and
eccentricity are plotted in Fig. 16. All planets are on orbits that
are compatible with circular. Indeed, the circular model explains
the data equally well, and because it has fewer parameters, it
is about 40 times more probable than the full Keplerian solu-
tion. We have, however, retained the eccentric model to provide
upper limits to the eccentricity. In Fig. 16 the posterior distribu-
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Table 7. Model probabilities for HD40307. Estimate of the evidence (marginal likelihood) for models with n = 2, ..., 5 Keplerians and an additional
long-term drift, common to all of them. Columns are the same as in Table 4.
log p(D|Mn, I) − 1000 p(Mn |D, I)/p(M3 |D, I) σJn |logR′HK=−5 σ
(inactive)
O−C
n Periods[d] CJ01 P14 TPM BIC CJ01 P14 [ms−1] [ms−1]
2 {9.6, 20.4} 1.95 ± 0.09 0.57 ± 0.04 52.41 16.60 (1.93 ± 0.23) × 10−21 (1.65 ± 0.12) × 10−21 1.70 ± 0.15 1.81 ± 0.04
3 {4.3, 9.6,
20.4}
49.65 ± 0.10 48.43 ± 0.07 123.90 76.73 1.0 1.0 0.972 ± 0.099 1.19 ± 0.03
4 {4.3, 9.6,
20.4, 51.6}
51.88 ± 0.16 51.54 ± 0.12 143.41 84.76 9.3 ± 1.7 22.6 ± 2.8 0.818 ± 0.090 1.05 ± 0.03
5 {4.3, 9.6,
20.4, 51.6,
204.9}
46.46+0.42−0.72 54.30
+0.19
−0.28 164.15 99.91 0.041 ± 0.026 356 ± 11 0.630 ± 0.079 0.92 ± 0.03
6 {4.3, 9.6,
20.4, 51.6,
...†}
8.7 ± 7.0 47.7 ± 2.3 170.43 93.44 1.64 × 10−18 0.46+4.2−0.41 0.574 ± 0.084 0.85 ± 0.04
Notes. †: the orbital periods of the fifth and sixth Keplerian curves are not well constrained in this model. See text for details.
tions are more concentrated than the corresponding prior distri-
butions, indicating that that the current data constrain the planet
eccentricities beyond the prior level, albeit mildly for compan-
ion f. All the planets in the system have minimum masses below
10 M⊕ and can therefore be classified as super-Earths. The least
massive planet of the system is planet f , with a mass similar to
that of the innermost planet (around 3.7 M⊕). In Fig. 17 we plot
the phase-folded velocity variation for each planet candidate af-
ter subtracting the effect of the remaining ones and the long-term
drift. We chose different symbols for the active and inactive data
set to show the increased dispersion during the active period (see
also Fig. 1).
Dynamical integrations of the system were preformed over
half a million years similar as for HD1461. The mutual inclina-
tion of the planetary orbits were randomly drawn from a uniform
distribution extending between -5 and +5 degrees, which is a
conservative assumption in the light of the observed distribution
of mutual inclinations (Figueira et al. 2012). The true masses
were set to twice the minimum mass. The system is stable over
the explored timescale, the eccentricities remain lower than 0.34
–for the outer planet–, and the semi-major axes do not evolve
significantly: the fractional changes are around 10−6, except for
the inner planet, which exhibits a fractional change of ∼ 10−4,
related with the precision in the energy conservation of the sys-
tem.
Two other signals were reported in this system by T13. Their
companion g at P = 197.8 days could correspond roughly to
the signal detected at 205 days –although the upper limit of
their 99% HDI is 203.5 days – but as discussed above, its sig-
nificance and interpretation are doubtful. The periodicity of can-
didate e is found in the six-Keplerian model, but this model is
clearly disfavoured by the data. Additionally, signals with peri-
ods P ∼ 41 − 42 days and P ∼ 37 − 39 days were found in
the log (R′HK), bisector, and FWHM time series, indicating that
these frequencies are associated with activity phenomena; they
are close to the period of candidate e. More importantly, in the
spectral window function of the data set employed by T13 the
∼ 236-day peak is much more prominent than in our data set,
probably because of the longer observation time-span (Fig. 18).
The 236-day alias of P = 41.9 days (the rotational period present
in the inactive log (R′HK) time series) is P = 35.6 days, not far
from the frequency of candidate e. Depending on the detailed
structure of the sampling window, the aliased period may have
more power than the real signal (Dawson & Fabrycky 2010).
Concerning the long-term drift attributed to stellar activ-
ity, the posterior distribution of the polynomial coefficients re-
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Fig. 18.HD40307. Window function around the one-year alias (0.00273
cycles/day) for the data set used by T13 (solid curve), consisting of the
inactive data set plus a few points taken during commissioning. The
corresponding spectral window function for the data set analysed here
is shown as a dotted curve. The frequency corresponding to 236 days is
indicated by the vertical dashed line.
semble closely the priors imposed from the analysis of the
log (R′HK) time series (Table A.1). The conversion constant be-
tween log (R′HK) and RV is found to be (22.2 ± 2.2) m s−1/dex,
which is higher than the value expected for this type of star ac-
cording to Lovis et al. (2011a), which is around 12.1 m s−1 per
unit of log (R′HK), but where the error in the calibration coeffi-
cients has not been considered. This could indicate the presence
of long-period planets in the system. However, the dispersion
around the fit by Lovis et al. (2011a) is large, and it would be
premature to conclude based on this discrepancy.
7. HD204313
Ségransan et al. (2010) discovered a companion to HD204313
with m sin i = 4 MJ on a 5-yr period orbit based on CORALIE
measurements. HARPS data were obtained on this system start-
ing in 2006, and they permitted Mayor et al. (2011) to announce
the presence of an additional Neptune-mass planet on an in-
ner orbit of 34.9 days. More recently, Robertson et al. (2012)
combined the Ségransan et al. (2010) data set with 36 RV mea-
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Fig. 16. Posterior distributions of the amplitude (top row) and eccentricity (bottom row) of the four Keplerian curves used to model the HARPS
radial velocities of HD40307. The grey dotted curves represent the eccentricity prior. To facilitate comparison, the axis scales are the same for all
signals.
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set is plotted using filled red circles, while for the active data set we chose lighter empty circles. This promptly shows that the dispersion around
the model is largely caused by the active data set. The blue lines represent the 95-% highest density interval (HDI)
surements obtained at McDonald observatory that span almost
eight years. They reported an additional 1.7-MJ companion on
an outer orbit with P ∼ 2800 days. The authors stated that the
combined baseline of both data sets is responsible for the de-
tection of this outer planet in 3:2 resonance with the first de-
tected companion. Here we revisited this system using 28 new
CORALIE data points taken between August 2009 and Octo-
ber 2014 and 95 HARPS data points obtained between May
2006 and October 2014, together with the already published data
from CORALIE and McDonald data. Of the 104 CORALIE
data points, 56 were obtained after the instrument upgrade in
2007, which mainly increased the efficiency of the spectrograph.
This led to a reduced photon noise uncertainty on a given tar-
get and exposure time, but did not improve the overall precision
of around 5 m s−1. Additionally, the hardware changes (see Sé-
gransan et al. (2010) for details) introduced a zero-point offset of
around 20 m s−1. For this reason, the data taken before and after
the upgrade were modelled as if they had been taken by differ-
ent instruments7. The data span 13 years and contain 215 points.
The weighted mean error of the measurements is 63 cm s−1. Two
HARPS data points (BJD = 2,453,951 and BJD = 2,456,468)
were discarded because they had an unusually low signal-to-
noise ratio or exhibited an anomalous CCF (high contrast), prob-
ably linked to an incorrect background correction. The data are
presented in Table 10.
The RV time series are plotted in Fig. 19. The variability pro-
duced by the planet first reported by Ségransan et al. (2010) is
clearly seen by eye. When the data are blindly searched for sig-
nals using the GA, a 2050-day nearly circular orbit is found, that
is, a period slightly longer than originally reported, but in agree-
ment with the findings of Robertson et al. (2012) and Mayor
et al. (2011).
7 The instrument is referred to as CORALIE98 before the upgrade and
CORALIE07 after the upgrade.
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Table 9. Parameter posteriors for the HD40307 system. The epoch is BJD=2,454,521.6791.
Orbital parameters Planet b Planet c
Orbital period, P• [days] 4.31150 ± 0.00027 9.62070 ± 0.0012
RV amplitude, K• [ m s−1] 1.79 ± 0.13 2.31 ± 0.13
Eccentricity, e• < 0.161;< 0.168† < 0.098;< 0.103†
Mean longitude at epoch, L•0 [deg] 163.5 ± 4.0 321.5 ± 3.2
Semi-major axis of relative orbit, a [AU] 0.0475 ± 0.0011 0.0812 ± 0.0018
Minimum mass, M sin i [M⊕] 3.81 ± 0.30 6.43 ± 0.44
Orbital parameters Planet d Planet f
Orbital period, P• [days] 20.4185 ± 0.0052 51.56 ± 0.14
RV amplitude, K• [ m s−1] 2.44 ± 0.13 0.75 ± 0.13
Eccentricity, e• < 0.117;< 0.122† < 0.335;< 0.352†
Mean longitude at epoch, L•0 [deg] 185.4 ± 3.1 142 ± 11
Semi-major axis of relative orbit, a [AU] 0.1340 ± 0.0029 0.2485 ± 0.0054
Minimum mass, M sin i [M⊕] 8.74 ± 0.58 3.63 ± 0.60
Velocity drift?
Systemic velocity, V•0 [ km s
−1] 31.334376 ± 9.9 × 10−5
Scaling constant, α• [ m s−1/dex] 22.1 ± 2.1
Linear• [dex yr−1] 0.03761 ± 8.9 × 10−4
Quadratic• [dex yr−2] 0.00488 ± 4.2 × 10−4
Cubic• [dex yr−3] −0.001617 ± 8.5 × 10−4
Noise model‡
Additional noise at log (R′HK)=-5, σJ |•−5.0 [ cm s−1] 81.8 ± 8.5
Slope, α•J [ m s
−1/dex] 8.1 ± 1.6
rms(O − C) [ m s−1] 1.733 ± 0.022
Notes.
The argument of periastron ω is unconstrained for these nearly-circular orbits.
•: MCMC jump parameter.
†: eccentricity does not differ significantly from zero; the 95% and 99% upper limits are reported.
?: see Sect. 4.3.
‡: the additional (stellar) noise for measurement i is σJi = σJ |−5.0 + αJ · (log (R′HK)i + 5.0).
7.1. Two-Keplerian model. A Neptune-mass object on a
35-day period orbit.
The residuals of the one-Keplerian model show a sharp sig-
nificant peak at 34.9-days and an additional trend with uncon-
strained period (Fig. 19). The signal at 34.9 days corresponds
to the Neptune-mass planet announced by Mayor et al. (2011),
whose full discovery report is given here. The detection of this
signal is solely due to the HARPS data. Indeed, without the 93
HARPS measurements, the GLS periodogram of the residuals to
the one-Keplerian model does not exhibit any significant peak
(Fig. 19)8. The other instruments are useful for constraining the
period of the massive outer planet, but contribute only negligibly
to the identification of this new planet candidate.
The estimates of the rotational period based on Noyes et al.
(1984) and Mamajek & Hillenbrand (2008) are around 32 days,
which is close to the frequency of the signal at 34.9 days. How-
ever, the log (R′HK) time series does not exhibit any remaining
significant peak after the long-term activity evolution is cor-
rected for (Fig. 21, top panel). The same is true for the bisec-
tor velocity span (Fig. 21, middle panel), whose dispersion after
detrending is 1.5 m s−1. The GLS periodogram of the FWHM
does show a peak that could correspond to the rotational period
of the star (at period P = 29.5 days; Fig. 21, lower panel). How-
ever, its significance is below the 1%-level. These facts, together
8 When a two-Keplerian model is fitted to the data from instruments
other than HARPS, an RV amplitude significantly different from zero is
found for the signal at 34.9 days. This does not mean, however, that the
detection is significant. See discussion below.
with the general inactive state of the star and the relatively large
amplitude of the 34.9-day signal detected in the RV lead us to
conclude that it is most likely planetary in origin.
The long-term trend is still seen in the residuals of the two-
Keplerian model. It is also detected exclusively in the HARPS
data. For HD1461 and HD40307, a similar trend is also observ-
able in the HARPS log (R′HK), line bisector, and CCF FWHM
(Fig. 20). Once again we are led to conclude that the trend is
produced by a change in the activity level of the star in the past
ten years. No cyclic behaviour is detected so far, and we there-
fore decided, as for HD40307, to model this effect using a third-
degree polynomial. We note that the RV variation in the past
ten years is about 10 m s−1, which is similar to the dispersion
around the one-Keplerian model for the CORALIE and McDon-
ald data. This explains why the activity trend is detected solely
by HARPS. Unlike HD40307, the active and inactive periods
of the target are sampled very differently, with only 28 measure-
ments after 2011, the period that could be considered as inactive.
This impedes a systematic separate analysis of the inactive and
active periods.
All available data (CORALIE98, CORALIE07, McDonald,
and HARPS) were employed to constrain the parameters of a
two-Keplerian model with an additional third-degree polyno-
mial, which was employed to account for the long-term effect
of the magnetic activity of the star seen in the HARPS data. As
for HD40307, the priors for the coefficients of the polynomial
were taken from the least-squares fit to the log (R′HK) time series
(Table A.3).
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Fig. 19. Top: Radial velocities of HD204313 with the corresponding
one-Keplerian model. Red points are HARPS data; blue and orange
points represent CORALIE07 and CORALIE98 data, respectively; ma-
genta points are the Robertson et al. (2012) McDonald radial velocities.
Middle: Generalised Lomb-Scargle periodogram of the residuals to the
model plotted in the upper panel, exhibiting excess power at P = 34.9
days and a low-frequency trend. The horizontal dotted and dashed lines
represent the 10% and 1% p-value levels, respectively. Bottom: GLS
periodogram of the RV residuals to the one-Keplerian model without
the HARPS data. The peak at 34.9 days is no longer significant, and the
long-term trend has been replaced by a definite period at P ∼ 3500 days
with insignificant power.
As the log (R′HK) is not available for the other instruments,
the long-term drift cannot be monitored. Instead, we decided to
perform the analysis in two steps equivalent to using a model
where the long-term drift is only present for HARPS data: first,
we modelled data from all instruments except for HARPS us-
ing a two-Keplerian model, without long-term drift, and with a
constant-jitter model. We used wide, uninformative priors and
sampled the parameter posterior distribution with the MCMC
algorithm. The MCMC sample was used to estimate the pos-
terior density of the system. The result from this modelling is
used as the prior distribution for the analysis of the HARPS
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Fig. 20. Same as Figs. 2 and 9 for HD204313, except that the RV data
in the upper panel are the residuals to the two-Keplerian model and the
red curve in the lower panel is the corresponding periodogram.
data, this time including the long-term third-degree polynomial
and the varying-jitter model. In other words, we updated (in the
Bayesian sense) the probability distributions for the parameters
present in the two-Keplerian model using HARPS data, and sam-
pled from the posterior of the new parameters associated with
the long-term drift. The posterior distribution of the model with-
out long-term trend was approximated by an uncorrelated multi-
normal distribution for all parameters, except for the eccentric-
ity of the 39.4-day candidate, which was described using a Beta
distribution with parameters a = 0.93; b = 5.50. The modelled
distributions are listed in Table A.3.
The validity of the two-step procedure described above is
based on two assumptions: 1) the long-term drift has a negligible
effect on data from all instruments other than HARPS, and 2) the
posterior distributions of the two-Keplerian model are correctly
sampled and modelled. Concerning 1), the fact that no such trend
is visible when the HARPS data are left out (see above) partly
justifies the assumption. Concerning point 2), we rely on the
excellent goodness-of-fit found and on the fact that no strong
correlations are seen in the posterior distributions of the two-
Keplerian model parameters.
We note that even without the HARPS data, both the pe-
riod and RV semi-amplitude of the 34.9-day signal are well con-
strained and the amplitude is significantly different from zero.
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Fig. 21. GLS of the (from top to bottom) log (R′HK), bisector, and
FWHM time series of HD204313 obtained with HARPS after subtract-
ing a third-degree polynomial to account for the long-term activity evo-
lution. The horizontal lines correspond to p-value = 0.1 and 0.01.
This seems to contradict our previous statement that the signal
would not be detected if HARPS data were not included. How-
ever, as discussed by Gregory (2005, Sect. 3.9), it is unwise to
conclude on the significance of a signal based on the posterior
probability of a given parameter instead of on the computation of
the Bayes factor. Indeed, the Bayes factor includes an additional
Occam penalisation for the more complex model that is not ac-
counted for otherwise. In this case, when HARPS data are left
out, the posterior probability for the one-Keplerian model is or-
ders of magnitude higher than the corresponding two-Keplerian
model probability, confirming that the 34.9-day signal is not de-
tected without the HARPS data.
The mean and 68.3% credible intervals of the model param-
eters are listed in Table 11. The posterior distributions of the am-
plitudes and eccentricities are presented in Fig. 22 and the phase-
folded orbits and the model confidence intervals are shown in
Fig. 23. The companion on a 34.9-day orbit is a Neptune-like
candidate and lies in a nearly circular orbit (e < 0.3 at the
99% level). The parameters agree with those reported previously
(Mayor et al. 2011).
The large separation between the two planetary candidates
leaves little doubt as to the long-term stability of the system.
We nevertheless performed numerical integrations using Mer-
cury (Chambers 1999) for over 7 × 105 years. We proceeded as
for HD1461 and HD40307. No secular evolution of the orbital
parameters was observed, except for planet c, whose semi-major
axis exhibits a fractional change of 19 parts per million, which
is of the same order as the energy conservation during the inte-
gration.
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Fig. 22. Posterior distributions of the amplitude (top row) and eccentric-
ity (bottom row) of the two Keplerian curves used to model the HARPS
radial velocities of HD204313. Because the eccentricity distribution of
planet b is much more concentrated that the corresponding distribution
of planet c, the vertical scale was set to 20 times larger than the scale
shown for planet c.
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Fig. 23. Radial velocity data phase-folded to the best-fit period of each
of the two planetary candidates in the HD204313 system after subtract-
ing the effect of the other signal and the long-term drift. The blue lines
represent the 95-% highest density interval (HDI).
7.2. Search for the additional signals.
Our analysis of the combined CORALIE, HARPS, and McDon-
ald data does not detect the long-period companion announced
by Robertson et al. (2012). Indeed, the long-term trend seen in
the residuals of the one-Keplerian model is not constrained from
above, unlike the peak seen in the data analysed by Robertson
et al. (2012) (see their Fig. 2, which shows a peak slowly de-
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Table 11. Parameter posteriors for the HD204313 system. The epoch is BJD=2,454,993.8485.
Orbital parameters Planet c Planet b
Orbital period, P• [days] 34.905 ± 0.012 2024.1 ± 3.1
RV amplitude, K• [ m s−1] 3.42 ± 0.22 68.45 ± 0.30
Eccentricity, e• 0.155 ± 0.071;< 0.310† 0.0946 ± 0.0032
Argument of periastron, ω• [deg] 238 ± 22 292.5 ± 2.7
Mean longitude at epoch, L•0 [deg] 46.5 ± 3.5 107.55 ± 0.24
Semi-major axis of relative orbit, a [AU] 0.2099 ± 0.0071 3.167 ± 0.12
Minimum mass, M sin i [M⊕] 17.6 ± 1.7 1360 ± 94
Minimum mass, M sin i [MJ ] 0.0553 ± 0.0053 4.28 ± 0.30
Velocity drift?
Systemic velocity, V•0 [ km s
−1] −9.73922 ± 3.3 × 10−4
Scaling constant, α• [ m s−1/dex] 140 ± 35
Linear• [dex yr−1] −0.0100 ± 0.0013
Quadratic• [dex yr−2] (−8.1 ± 2.4) × 10−4
Cubic• [dex yr−3] (2.97 ± 0.68) × 10−4
Noise model‡
Additional noise at log (R′HK)=-5, σJ |•−5.0 [ m s−1] 1.28 ± 0.21
Slope, α•J [ m s
−1/dex] 9.6 ± 6.3
rms(O − C) [ m s−1] 1.32 ± 0.11
Other parameters
CORALIE98 systemic velocity [ km s−1] 9.7888 ± 0.0016
CORALIE07 systemic velocity [ km s−1] 9.7754 ± 0.0015
McDonald systemic velocity [ km s−1] 9.6878 ± 0.0011
Notes.
•: MCMC jump parameter.
†: eccentricity does not differ significantly from zero at the 99%-level. Upper limit is reported.
?: see Sect. 4.3.
‡: the additional (stellar) noise for measurement i is σJi = σJ |−5.0 + αJ · (log (R′HK)i + 5.0).: parameters from the preliminary analysis without HARPS data (see text for details), listed here for convenience.
creasing for periods longer than around 10000 days). If we leave
out the HARPS data set, which is the only one exhibiting the
long-term drift, as mentioned above, a peak appears at a period
of around 3500 days, but with insignificant power.
The GLS of the residuals of a model with two Keplerian and
a long-term drift exhibit a peak at 4.7 days with an amplitude of
70 cm s−1. Although the peak is well below the 0.01 level, we de-
cided to perform a Bayesian comparison between a model with
and without a Keplerian at this period. The two estimators of the
evidence agree that the proposed signal is not significantly de-
tected: the Bayes factor in favour of the simpler model is 108±37
using the P14 estimator, and 2180 ± 190 for the CJ01 technique.
Once again, we see a large difference between the two estima-
tors, and as for HD40307, the CJ01 estimate seems to punish
more complex models more severely. We therefore conclude that
the only two significant signals in HD204313 are those at 2020
and at 34.9 days.
8. Summary and discussion
We analysed the entire data set produced by the HARPS southern
extrasolar planet search programme on HD1461, HD40307, and
HD204313, three systems that each contain at least one known
planet (Rivera et al. 2010; Mayor et al. 2009; Tuomi et al. 2013a;
Ségransan et al. 2010; Robertson et al. 2012). For HD204313, we
also employed CORALIE and McDonald observations to con-
strain the mean motion of a long-period companion. The data
sets span more than ten years and reveal long-term variability
associated with changes in the mean activity level of the star on
timescales of around a decade.
The model employed contains a term that represents the ef-
fect of the evolving activity level of the target stars, as well as a
statistical term to account for the short-term activity effect (the
so-called jitter of the star), which is much harder to describe
using a deterministic model. The long-term activity signal has
been shown to correlate with the evolution of the activity proxy
log (R′HK) (Lovis et al. 2011a), and we therefore used the HARPS
measurement of this activity proxy in time to provide priors for
the long-term activity effect. Some assumptions are key to our
model: 1) the RV signal produced by the long-term activity vari-
ability scales linearly with log (R′HK), and 2) the stellar jitter is
adequately described as an additional Gaussian noise with an
amplitude that scales linearly with log (R′HK). We have tested an
alternative model with a fixed amplitude for the additional noise,
but the data mildly preferred the varying-jitter model.
Potential periodicities were identified using a generalised
Lomb-Scargle periodogram and by resorting to a genetic algo-
rithm. After we chose the candidate signals, we determined their
significance and the total number of Keplerian signals present in
each data set using the full machinery of Bayesian model com-
parison. Estimating the marginal likelihood is problematic (see,
for example Gregory 2007). Using different techniques to obtain
this estimate (e.g. Chib & Jeliazkov 2001; Perrakis et al. 2014)
has permitted us to compare them, and to identify the cases
needing more data or a more sophisticated model. The Bayesian
model comparison is supposed to perform better than the peri-
odogram analysis that is usually employed by the HARPS team
to detect weak signals. One of the reasons involves the un-
certainties of the subtracted signals and is discussed, for exam-
ple, by Lovis et al. (2011b) and Tuomi (2012). A more gen-
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eral reason is discussed, for example, by Sellke et al. (2001)
and involves the interpretation of the p-value obtained for the
periodogram peak power as a false-alarm probability. The peri-
odogram is still an essential tool for identifing periodicities in
time series, but fails at providing robust estimates of the signifi-
cance of each signal. In this sense, Bayesian model comparison
constitutes a well-established method for computing the proba-
bility of all involved models, albeit not without technical difficul-
ties, such as estimating the Bayesian evidence. The periodogram
analysis and the Bayesian model comparison are expected to
produce equally good results for detections with a strong and
high signal-to-noise ratio, provided that the threshold for the
peak power is chosen correctly. A detailed study of the limits of
each method is needed to fully understand the techniques used to
mine signals in radial velocity data. In the cases analysed here,
all signals supported by the Bayesian approach would have also
been obtained with the periodogram analysis using the 1% p-
value criterion.
After we established the number of signals, we resorted to
other observables obtained from the HARPS spectra (CCF asym-
metry and width, and an activity proxy) to conclude on the nature
of the RV variations. In general, if the frequency of a RV varia-
tion is seen in any of the other observables, it casts doubt on its
planetary origin.
Finally, we conclude the following.
– HD1461 hosts two super-Earth planet candidates, with or-
bital periods P = 5.77 days and P = 13.5 days. The 13.5-
day signal detected in the HD1461 system is close to the
first harmonic of the rotational period, which could mean
that the signal is produced by activity (Boisse et al. 2011).
We verified that the signal is coherent over a timescale of
several years and that no sign of variability is seen at this
frequency in the ancillary observables or in the activity indi-
cator log (R′HK). The minimum masses are M sin i = 6.4 M⊕
and M sin i = 5.6 M⊕ for the 5.77-day and 13.5-day signals,
respectively. The long-term activity signal has an amplitude
of 1.5 m s−1 and a period of 9.6 years.
– HD40307 hosts four certain planetary companions at periods
of between 4.3 and 51.6 days and with masses of between
M sin i = 3.6 M⊕ and M sin i = 8.7 M⊕. We find inconclu-
sive evidence for an additional companion at P ∼ 200 days
that it would be extremely interesting to confirm, as such a
companion would orbit within the habitable zone of the star.
– HD204313 is a system with a Neptune-mass planet on a
34.9-day orbit and a 4.3-MJ candidate on an outer orbit
(P = 2024 days).
Only six systems with a massive (M > 4 MJ ) companion on
an outer (P > 1000 days) orbit have been detected to date. Out of
these, HD204313 has the highest mass ratio between the orbiting
companions. The system most closely resembling HD204313
is arguably HD38529 (Fischer et al. 2001, 2003; Wright et al.
2009), with a 0.8-MJ candidate on a 14.3-day orbit, and a 12.3-
MJ object on an 2140-day orbit. The mass ratio of this system is
around five times lower than for HD204313, however. The sys-
tem around HD74156 (Naef et al. 2004) consists of two compan-
ions in orbits alike to those of the HD204313 system (a 1.8 MJ
object at 51.6 days and an 8.2 MJ companion on a ∼ 2500-day
orbit), but with a much lower mass ratio.
In addition to HD40307, only a handful of systems with more
than three planets has been detected using RVs: µ Ara, 55 Cnc,
HD10180, and GJ876. The continuing monitoring of this target
has permitted these detections, and may in the future permit un-
veiling further planetary signals and improving the modelling of
the activity effect.
HD1461 and HD40307 are two of only six solar-type plan-
etary systems with at least two super-Earth companions whose
mass is known to better than 50%, and they will become prime
targets for the follow-up mission CHEOPS. The other systems
are HD20794 (Pepe et al. 2011), HD7924 (Fulton et al. 2015),
HD219134 (Motalebi et al. 2015), and Kepler-102 (Marcy et al.
2014). Except for Kepler-102, which was first discovered as a
transiting candidate system, these systems required more than
100 RV measurements to be detected. This shows the difficulty
associated with detecting this type of companions.
Additionally, as the required data sets span many years, ac-
tivity cycles are omnipresent. Correctly modelling their effect
on RV data is therefore necessary to unveil the full system archi-
tecture, from the short-period companions out to the habitable-
zone planets. We have shown evidence that periodicities arise at
the aliasing frequencies when an incomplete correction of the
long-term variability is performed. A fully satisfactory solution
is not at hand. In the meantime, adapting the observing strategy
based on the activity level of the star seems reasonable. We have
shown here that the observations of HD40307 obtained during
the active period of the star contribute little to constraining the
planetary system characteristics (see also Fig. 1). Reducing the
observing cadence during high-activity periods can save hours
of telescope time.
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Table A.1. Parameter prior distributions for the HD1461 system. The epoch is BJD=2,455,155.3854 for planets b and c and BJD=2,455,195.8367
for the magnetic cycle.
Prior distribution
Orbital parameters Planet b / c Magnetic cycle?
Orbital period, P [days] J(1.0, 104) N(3522.4, 75.4)
RV amplitude, K [ m s−1] U(0.0, 200) U(0.0, 200)
Eccentricity, e B(0.867, 3.03) –
Argument of periastron, ω [deg] U(0.0, 360.0) –
e1/2 sin(ω) – N(−0.388, 0.078)
e1/2 cos(ω) – N(0.129, 0.096)
Mean longitude at epoch, L0 [deg] U(0.0, 360.0) N(124.0, 21.0)
Systemic velocity, V0 [ km s−1] U(−10.061,−10.055)
Noise model‡
Additional noise at log (R′HK)=-5, σJ |−5.0 [ m s−1] U(0, 50)
Slope, αJ [ m s−1/dex] U(−200, 200)
Notes.
U(xmin; xmax): uniform distribution between xmin and xmax.
J(xmin; xmax): Jeffreys (log-flat) distribution between xmin and xmax.
N(µ;σ): normal distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ.
B(a, b): beta distribution.
?: see Sect. 4.3.
‡: the additional (stellar) noise for measurement i is σJi = σJ |−5.0 + αJ · (log (R′HK)i + 5.0).
Table A.2. Prior distributions for the HD40307 system. Priors are identical for all signals in the model. The epoch is BJD=2,454,521.6791.
Orbital parameters Prior distribution
Orbital period, P [days] J(1.0, 104)
RV amplitude, K [ m s−1] U(0.0, 200)
Eccentricity, e B(0.867, 3.03)
Argument of periastron, ω [deg] U(0, 360)
Mean longitude at epoch, L0 [deg] U(0, 360)
Systemic velocity, V0 [ km s−1] U(28.996, 33.668)
Velocity drift (long-term activity effect)?
Scaling constant, α [ m s−1/dex] U(0, 100)
Linear [10−4 dex yr−1] N(373.8, 8.6)
Quadratic [10−4 dex yr−2] N(46.3, 4.6)
Cubic [10−4 dex yr−3] N(−17.3, 1.0)
Noise model‡
Additional noise at log (R′HK)=-5, σJ |−5.0 [ m s−1] U(0, 50)
Slope, αJ [ m s−1/dex] U(0, 50)
Notes. The argument of periastron ω is unconstrained for these nearly-circular orbits.
U(xmin; xmax): uniform distribution between xmin and xmax.
J(xmin; xmax): Jeffreys (log-flat) distribution between xmin and xmax.
N(µ;σ): normal distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ.
B(a, b): beta distribution.
?: see Sect. 4.3.
‡: the additional (stellar) noise for measurement i is σJi = σJ |−5.0 + αJ · (log (R′HK)i + 5.0).
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Table A.3. Parameter prior distributions for the HD204313 system. The epoch is BJD=2,454,993.84858.
Prior distribution
Orbital parameters Planet b Planet c
Orbital period, P [days] N(2046.3, 9.1) N(34.989, 0.033)
RV amplitude, K [ m s−1] N(66.9, 1.3) N(4.9, 1.0)
Eccentricity, e N(0.125, 0.017) B(0.93, 5.5)
Argument of periastron, ω [deg] N(303.0, 8.3) U(0, 360)
Mean longitude at epoch, L0 [deg] N(109.10, 0.91) N(35.6, 15.0)
Systemic velocity, V0 [ km s−1] U(−9, 762,−9.697)
Velocity drift (long-term activity effect)?
Scaling constant, α [ m s−1/dex] U(0, 300)
Linear [10−2 dex yr−1] N(−1.02, 0.13)
Quadratic [10−4 dex yr−2] N(−5.5, 2.5)
Cubic [10−4 dex yr−3] N(3.68, 0.92)
Noise model‡
Additional noise at log (R′HK)=-5, σJ |−5.0 [ m s−1] U(0, 50)
Slope, αJ [ m s−1/dex] U(−200, 200)
Notes.
U(xmin; xmax): uniform distribution between xmin and xmax.
N(µ;σ): normal distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ.
B(a, b): beta distribution.
?: see Sect. 4.3.
‡: the additional (stellar) noise for measurement i is σJi = σJ |−5.0 + αJ · (log (R′HK)i + 5.0).
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Table 3. HARPS measurements of HD1461.
BJD RV σRV BIS FWHM log (R′HK) σlog (R′HK)
-2 450 000 ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( m s−1) ( km s−1)
52899.7648 -10.0528 0.0011 -11.32 7.1703 -4.9972 0.0040
52900.7412 -10.0549 0.0010 -11.55 7.1782 -4.9941 0.0028
52901.7596 -10.0560 0.0009 -12.80 7.1792 -4.9998 0.0021
52902.7191 -10.0585 0.0010 -13.28 7.1767 -4.9999 0.0026
52903.7775 -10.0566 0.0010 -14.92 7.1736 -5.0105 0.0035
52937.6699 -10.0628 0.0011 -12.44 7.1739 -5.0338 0.0055
52942.6907 -10.0588 0.0010 -15.09 7.1700 -5.0194 0.0036
52946.7119 -10.0576 0.0011 -14.01 7.1730 -5.0442 0.0056
53202.9094 -10.0636 0.0003 -13.32 7.1695 -4.9967 0.0017
53203.8970 -10.0628 0.0003 -12.58 7.1719 -4.9895 0.0015
53204.8831 -10.0602 0.0004 -13.22 7.1798 -5.0070 0.0021
53216.8799 -10.0617 0.0004 -14.98 7.1754 -5.0215 0.0028
53217.8455 -10.0583 0.0004 -14.11 7.1784 -5.0214 0.0027
53262.7950 -10.0588 0.0003 -12.21 7.1943 -5.0061 0.0013
53264.7455 -10.0535 0.0003 -13.37 7.1850 -5.0224 0.0015
53265.7976 -10.0579 0.0004 -14.63 7.1846 -5.0155 0.0022
53267.7273 -10.0570 0.0004 -12.27 7.1734 -5.0164 0.0021
53272.7395 -10.0646 0.0004 -11.98 7.1791 -5.0166 0.0022
53273.7144 -10.0605 0.0004 -13.78 7.1723 -5.0094 0.0022
53274.8129 -10.0589 0.0004 -14.99 7.1734 -5.0130 0.0033
53287.6716 -10.0621 0.0006 -14.66 7.1762 -5.0273 0.0067
53291.6729 -10.0544 0.0006 -10.60 7.1770 -5.0146 0.0062
53336.6522 -10.0596 0.0006 -14.36 7.1818 -5.0277 0.0036
53339.6722 -10.0612 0.0004 -15.72 7.1763 -5.0274 0.0025
53343.6176 -10.0557 0.0004 -14.46 7.1762 -5.0116 0.0025
53607.7291 -10.0558 0.0004 -11.89 7.1709 -4.9823 0.0018
53608.8581 -10.0541 0.0004 -14.10 7.1770 -4.9860 0.0019
53722.5596 -10.0605 0.0003 -12.38 7.1701 -5.0113 0.0016
53757.5439 -10.0611 0.0004 -11.91 7.1728 -5.0077 0.0029
53946.8074 -10.0612 0.0007 -13.26 7.1780 -5.0184 0.0039
54054.6665 -10.0537 0.0004 -11.01 7.1781 -4.9799 0.0014
54080.5985 -10.0573 0.0004 -12.83 7.1850 -4.9648 0.0014
54082.5917 -10.0541 0.0004 -9.65 7.1854 -4.9567 0.0017
54117.5526 -10.0525 0.0005 -13.10 7.1786 -5.0066 0.0031
54340.7554 -10.0605 0.0005 -12.69 7.1714 -4.9942 0.0022
54341.8223 -10.0592 0.0004 -11.73 7.1848 -5.0037 0.0022
54342.7466 -10.0520 0.0005 -10.75 7.1786 -4.9963 0.0018
54343.8505 -10.0527 0.0004 -10.40 7.1774 -5.0005 0.0024
54344.7875 -10.0582 0.0003 -12.46 7.1770 -5.0049 0.0012
54346.8140 -10.0562 0.0005 -13.63 7.1797 -5.0107 0.0030
54348.7762 -10.0562 0.0004 -14.19 7.1735 -5.0127 0.0016
54349.7839 -10.0577 0.0004 -14.06 7.1750 -5.0103 0.0016
54350.8066 -10.0624 0.0004 -14.68 7.1774 -5.0123 0.0015
54385.6991 -10.0613 0.0006 -15.83 7.1866 -5.0200 0.0039
54388.6725 -10.0562 0.0004 -15.25 7.1769 -5.0141 0.0018
54389.6944 -10.0560 0.0007 -15.51 7.1803 -5.0153 0.0047
54394.6644 -10.0557 0.0005 -15.19 7.1779 -5.0144 0.0022
54673.9339 -10.0601 0.0005 -13.69 7.1840 -5.0227 0.0021
54678.8605 -10.0579 0.0004 -13.19 7.1811 -5.0021 0.0019
54682.8337 -10.0556 0.0005 -15.03 7.1791 -5.0041 0.0021
54709.8365 -10.0608 0.0005 -15.25 7.1769 -5.0218 0.0022
54730.7308 -10.0603 0.0005 -15.89 7.1769 -5.0119 0.0028
54731.7092 -10.0631 0.0004 -16.23 7.1751 -5.0244 0.0017
54734.7128 -10.0595 0.0006 -16.96 7.1794 -5.0090 0.0035
54737.6719 -10.0597 0.0005 -17.65 7.1750 -5.0156 0.0028
54738.6912 -10.0588 0.0006 -18.49 7.1740 -5.0205 0.0038
54739.6726 -10.0597 0.0004 -14.72 7.1773 -5.0244 0.0020
54992.9354 -10.0643 0.0004 -14.29 7.1795 -5.0096 0.0014
54993.9396 -10.0609 0.0004 -16.94 7.1791 -5.0138 0.0019
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Table 3. Continued.
BJD RV σRV BIS FWHM log (R′HK) σlog (R′HK)
-2 450 000 ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( m s−1) ( km s−1)
54994.9272 -10.0596 0.0004 -16.44 7.1810 -5.0181 0.0017
54995.9439 -10.0589 0.0005 -15.64 7.1819 -5.0165 0.0022
54998.9394 -10.0640 0.0004 -14.78 7.1798 -5.0139 0.0015
55001.9369 -10.0605 0.0004 -15.00 7.1809 -5.0139 0.0014
55020.8632 -10.0637 0.0004 -16.16 7.1783 -5.0154 0.0016
55021.9281 -10.0630 0.0005 -16.40 7.1750 -5.0206 0.0024
55022.8615 -10.0588 0.0004 -13.79 7.1788 -5.0196 0.0021
55024.8780 -10.0600 0.0004 -15.05 7.1813 -5.0157 0.0020
55036.8884 -10.0603 0.0004 -14.63 7.1835 -5.0189 0.0016
55037.8596 -10.0621 0.0003 -16.04 7.1829 -5.0177 0.0012
55038.8815 -10.0654 0.0004 -14.59 7.1780 -5.0147 0.0013
55039.8664 -10.0637 0.0004 -15.69 7.1802 -5.0146 0.0014
55040.8019 -10.0625 0.0004 -14.69 7.1819 -5.0178 0.0016
55042.8401 -10.0633 0.0004 -14.60 7.1785 -5.0145 0.0014
55043.8864 -10.0639 0.0005 -15.00 7.1846 -5.0234 0.0024
55044.8621 -10.0645 0.0005 -14.68 7.1829 -5.0180 0.0023
55045.8363 -10.0626 0.0004 -14.52 7.1780 -5.0145 0.0018
55046.8111 -10.0596 0.0004 -13.70 7.1792 -5.0122 0.0014
55064.8108 -10.0593 0.0005 -15.04 7.1805 -5.0158 0.0012
55066.8111 -10.0630 0.0004 -14.17 7.1788 -5.0191 0.0018
55067.7864 -10.0649 0.0004 -15.67 7.1749 -5.0128 0.0015
55068.7851 -10.0624 0.0004 -14.48 7.1810 -5.0166 0.0017
55069.8498 -10.0619 0.0004 -13.39 7.1773 -5.0192 0.0017
55070.7744 -10.0611 0.0004 -15.36 7.1790 -5.0153 0.0014
55071.7619 -10.0611 0.0005 -15.55 7.1779 -5.0186 0.0026
55072.8068 -10.0629 0.0004 -14.30 7.1758 -5.0149 0.0019
55073.7583 -10.0601 0.0005 -14.92 7.1731 -5.0138 0.0024
55074.7614 -10.0587 0.0004 -15.26 7.1799 -5.0155 0.0016
55075.7310 -10.0554 0.0005 -15.00 7.1832 -5.0233 0.0028
55076.7557 -10.0568 0.0005 -15.14 7.1839 -5.0223 0.0027
55095.7257 -10.0633 0.0007 -15.04 7.1790 -5.0160 0.0037
55096.7660 -10.0646 0.0004 -15.34 7.1857 -5.0182 0.0015
55097.7286 -10.0597 0.0004 -15.36 7.1818 -5.0129 0.0016
55099.7339 -10.0612 0.0004 -14.85 7.1737 -5.0135 0.0018
55100.6599 -10.0605 0.0004 -14.62 7.1812 -5.0146 0.0017
55104.7958 -10.0586 0.0004 -15.52 7.1818 -5.0185 0.0017
55106.6555 -10.0628 0.0004 -16.19 7.1829 -5.0156 0.0016
55108.7339 -10.0632 0.0005 -14.84 7.1788 -5.0154 0.0020
55110.6892 -10.0626 0.0004 -14.87 7.1791 -5.0144 0.0014
55111.7366 -10.0613 0.0004 -15.39 7.1781 -5.0171 0.0015
55113.6862 -10.0624 0.0004 -16.21 7.1746 -5.0206 0.0018
55115.7297 -10.0580 0.0006 -15.82 7.1792 -5.0230 0.0028
55116.7073 -10.0569 0.0004 -16.85 7.1812 -5.0193 0.0017
55121.7178 -10.0598 0.0004 -14.47 7.1866 -5.0209 0.0016
55122.6418 -10.0599 0.0004 -16.14 7.1788 -5.0248 0.0019
55124.6549 -10.0632 0.0004 -14.58 7.1776 -5.0210 0.0013
55126.6329 -10.0616 0.0004 -15.47 7.1712 -5.0230 0.0020
55128.6423 -10.0585 0.0004 -15.01 7.1779 -5.0263 0.0015
55129.6234 -10.0610 0.0004 -13.76 7.1759 -5.0239 0.0017
55133.6928 -10.0587 0.0004 -14.85 7.1804 -5.0260 0.0018
55135.5894 -10.0615 0.0003 -15.26 7.1794 -5.0250 0.0013
55136.6446 -10.0636 0.0004 -15.57 7.1777 -5.0253 0.0019
55137.5764 -10.0631 0.0005 -13.97 7.1805 -5.0162 0.0012
55138.6778 -10.0589 0.0004 -16.10 7.1773 -5.0275 0.0018
55139.5757 -10.0572 0.0004 -14.72 7.1784 -5.0232 0.0019
55140.6506 -10.0579 0.0003 -15.49 7.1784 -5.0217 0.0013
55141.5705 -10.0603 0.0003 -15.19 7.1798 -5.0233 0.0013
55142.6103 -10.0602 0.0006 -15.45 7.1816 -5.0244 0.0021
55151.6485 -10.0607 0.0004 -14.24 7.1809 -5.0335 0.0022
55153.6136 -10.0639 0.0004 -14.67 7.1764 -5.0234 0.0017
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Table 3. Continued.
BJD RV σRV BIS FWHM log (R′HK) σlog (R′HK)
-2 450 000 ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( m s−1) ( km s−1)
55155.5681 -10.0613 0.0004 -15.71 7.1809 -5.0309 0.0017
55156.6218 -10.0571 0.0006 -17.60 7.1802 -5.0415 0.0038
55158.5914 -10.0617 0.0004 -16.17 7.1804 -5.0244 0.0015
55160.5989 -10.0623 0.0005 -15.91 7.1795 -5.0379 0.0026
55372.9052 -10.0618 0.0004 -15.89 7.1795 -5.0239 0.0027
55373.9121 -10.0606 0.0005 -15.73 7.1833 -5.0263 0.0033
55374.9123 -10.0597 0.0006 -15.36 7.1815 -5.0264 0.0047
55375.8759 -10.0576 0.0006 -16.23 7.1883 -5.0454 0.0054
55396.8763 -10.0596 0.0007 -18.82 7.1868 -5.0156 0.0042
55399.8573 -10.0577 0.0004 -13.09 7.1880 -5.0176 0.0020
55400.9019 -10.0580 0.0004 -15.15 7.1894 -5.0225 0.0018
55402.8284 -10.0593 0.0010 -14.49 7.1815 -5.0282 0.0074
55408.9006 -10.0602 0.0005 -14.95 7.1844 -5.0254 0.0024
55410.7636 -10.0571 0.0005 -14.97 7.1821 -5.0311 0.0029
55412.8554 -10.0595 0.0004 -15.57 7.1818 -5.0256 0.0025
55414.8089 -10.0659 0.0004 -15.64 7.1829 -5.0244 0.0017
55426.8851 -10.0559 0.0003 -14.96 7.1841 -5.0242 0.0017
55427.8178 -10.0547 0.0004 -15.67 7.1832 -5.0241 0.0019
55428.7950 -10.0561 0.0004 -14.30 7.1804 -5.0178 0.0021
55436.7634 -10.0669 0.0003 -14.65 7.1838 -5.0288 0.0014
55450.8136 -10.0575 0.0005 -16.38 7.1859 -5.0268 0.0019
55453.7049 -10.0641 0.0004 -16.31 7.1838 -5.0329 0.0020
55456.7195 -10.0574 0.0004 -14.03 7.1828 -5.0269 0.0023
55458.6711 -10.0633 0.0004 -15.96 7.1842 -5.0267 0.0020
55460.6775 -10.0638 0.0010 -11.26 7.1756 -5.0261 0.0075
55463.8266 -10.0589 0.0004 -14.55 7.1824 -5.0334 0.0025
55464.7892 -10.0598 0.0005 -17.35 7.1848 -5.0270 0.0025
55465.8127 -10.0612 0.0005 -16.16 7.1841 -5.0309 0.0033
55480.6524 -10.0583 0.0004 -14.66 7.1857 -5.0254 0.0018
55482.7088 -10.0619 0.0005 -15.30 7.1864 -5.0289 0.0025
55483.6138 -10.0605 0.0004 -14.85 7.1837 -5.0231 0.0021
55485.6512 -10.0603 0.0004 -16.43 7.1844 -5.0248 0.0015
55488.6668 -10.0648 0.0003 -17.14 7.1848 -5.0258 0.0014
55492.6846 -10.0587 0.0004 -18.11 7.1824 -5.0302 0.0016
55495.7177 -10.0582 0.0004 -18.23 7.1859 -5.0287 0.0016
55498.6598 -10.0596 0.0004 -13.96 7.1830 -5.0284 0.0022
55507.6103 -10.0584 0.0003 -16.12 7.1826 -5.0259 0.0012
55510.5892 -10.0612 0.0005 -17.05 7.1827 -5.0249 0.0024
55515.5958 -10.0614 0.0004 -15.35 7.1821 -5.0304 0.0021
55522.5982 -10.0615 0.0005 -15.77 7.1818 -5.0240 0.0025
55523.5937 -10.0638 0.0006 -15.36 7.1809 -5.0324 0.0033
55537.5798 -10.0569 0.0004 -14.63 7.1819 -5.0271 0.0016
55542.5796 -10.0608 0.0004 -15.42 7.1837 -5.0269 0.0019
55546.5428 -10.0622 0.0004 -15.38 7.1852 -5.0287 0.0019
55551.5554 -10.0631 0.0004 -16.91 7.1836 -5.0271 0.0017
55754.9082 -10.0625 0.0008 -19.17 7.1849 -5.0152 0.0052
55755.8568 -10.0635 0.0006 -14.18 7.1843 -5.0237 0.0036
55769.8918 -10.0631 0.0003 -15.08 7.1837 -5.0262 0.0014
55776.8745 -10.0628 0.0004 -15.95 7.1888 -5.0276 0.0024
55779.7536 -10.0584 0.0004 -16.01 7.1843 -5.0206 0.0021
55782.8311 -10.0632 0.0005 -14.75 7.1877 -5.0274 0.0022
55802.8763 -10.0584 0.0005 -15.93 7.1866 -5.0306 0.0024
55803.7241 -10.0589 0.0005 -16.99 7.1866 -5.0301 0.0023
55805.7579 -10.0618 0.0004 -14.10 7.1835 -5.0309 0.0022
55806.8365 -10.0615 0.0004 -16.27 7.1855 -5.0296 0.0016
55807.8209 -10.0593 0.0005 -16.83 7.1877 -5.0325 0.0022
55808.8181 -10.0575 0.0006 -17.41 7.1911 -5.0297 0.0044
55809.8349 -10.0579 0.0004 -16.79 7.1882 -5.0328 0.0023
55814.7942 -10.0588 0.0004 -14.44 7.1871 -5.0314 0.0025
55816.7379 -10.0654 0.0004 -16.02 7.1823 -5.0300 0.0022
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Table 3. Continued.
BJD RV σRV BIS FWHM log (R′HK) σlog (R′HK)
-2 450 000 ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( m s−1) ( km s−1)
55829.7459 -10.0628 0.0003 -17.18 7.1830 -5.0283 0.0014
55834.7439 -10.0593 0.0004 -15.31 7.1853 -5.0371 0.0016
55836.7294 -10.0584 0.0003 -16.24 7.1882 -5.0345 0.0015
55839.7307 -10.0624 0.0004 -17.17 7.1855 -5.0341 0.0022
55842.7296 -10.0587 0.0004 -14.58 7.1894 -5.0359 0.0023
55845.7200 -10.0614 0.0006 -16.93 7.1879 -5.0359 0.0030
55870.6343 -10.0606 0.0004 -16.61 7.1841 -5.0324 0.0016
55872.6140 -10.0581 0.0004 -15.86 7.1837 -5.0376 0.0021
55873.6070 -10.0604 0.0004 -16.39 7.1835 -5.0342 0.0018
55878.6219 -10.0603 0.0006 -15.64 7.1869 -5.0485 0.0033
55886.5508 -10.0613 0.0005 -15.80 7.1874 -5.0423 0.0027
55895.5885 -10.0590 0.0004 -14.91 7.1851 -5.0297 0.0018
55900.6088 -10.0563 0.0004 -16.24 7.1894 -5.0404 0.0019
55923.5369 -10.0576 0.0004 -14.93 7.1871 -5.0385 0.0016
55925.5468 -10.0569 0.0004 -15.48 7.1855 -5.0409 0.0022
55927.5335 -10.0611 0.0006 -17.18 7.1835 -5.0296 0.0033
56079.9290 -10.0594 0.0004 -14.96 7.1873 -5.0287 0.0018
56080.9230 -10.0596 0.0005 -15.63 7.1859 -5.0232 0.0023
56083.9101 -10.0611 0.0004 -16.50 7.1882 -5.0282 0.0023
56085.9233 -10.0592 0.0005 -16.78 7.1883 -5.0384 0.0026
56115.9074 -10.0590 0.0005 -15.56 7.1880 -5.0389 0.0025
56117.8874 -10.0649 0.0004 -15.85 7.1868 -5.0338 0.0016
56120.8855 -10.0607 0.0005 -13.90 7.1894 -5.0236 0.0025
56149.8137 -10.0590 0.0006 -15.69 7.1840 -5.0272 0.0036
56152.8194 -10.0609 0.0005 -11.98 7.1952 -5.0265 0.0027
56157.9041 -10.0617 0.0007 -14.34 7.1902 -5.0230 0.0043
56166.7512 -10.0585 0.0004 -17.19 7.1885 -5.0335 0.0021
56171.6906 -10.0562 0.0005 -13.86 7.1883 -5.0394 0.0024
56180.8032 -10.0625 0.0006 -18.01 7.1936 -5.0466 0.0033
56182.7775 -10.0559 0.0006 -15.09 7.1862 -5.0207 0.0027
56187.7602 -10.0628 0.0008 -15.58 7.1901 -5.0644 0.0049
56193.7585 -10.0606 0.0006 -19.29 7.1921 -5.0298 0.0027
56202.7348 -10.0589 0.0006 -14.94 7.1887 -5.0299 0.0031
56204.7208 -10.0637 0.0005 -17.17 7.1867 -5.0294 0.0019
56205.7432 -10.0614 0.0005 -15.93 7.1888 -5.0320 0.0020
56210.6728 -10.0597 0.0006 -13.95 7.1891 -5.0417 0.0027
56215.6102 -10.0622 0.0007 -16.64 7.1887 -5.0496 0.0034
56221.7004 -10.0604 0.0006 -17.76 7.1884 -5.0397 0.0022
56223.6517 -10.0589 0.0006 -14.61 7.1887 -5.0406 0.0021
56225.6782 -10.0593 0.0005 -16.27 7.1899 -5.0346 0.0018
56234.5541 -10.0634 0.0006 -16.07 7.1882 -5.0352 0.0019
56236.5865 -10.0592 0.0006 -15.37 7.1845 -5.0267 0.0022
56238.5792 -10.0613 0.0006 -15.21 7.1877 -5.0365 0.0019
56244.5625 -10.0639 0.0008 -15.79 7.1899 -5.0261 0.0042
56247.5825 -10.0576 0.0006 -16.37 7.1896 -5.0304 0.0017
56269.5533 -10.0612 0.0006 -15.96 7.1922 -5.0280 0.0019
56283.5311 -10.0619 0.0006 -16.82 7.1910 -5.0318 0.0019
56291.5477 -10.0597 0.0006 -14.69 7.1880 -5.0373 0.0020
56292.5461 -10.0591 0.0006 -15.55 7.1879 -5.0312 0.0025
56454.9248 -10.0582 0.0006 -15.86 7.1899 -5.0249 0.0025
56469.9145 -10.0622 0.0006 -14.85 7.1959 -5.0171 0.0024
56472.9400 -10.0593 0.0005 -14.60 7.1965 -5.0156 0.0023
56475.9386 -10.0631 0.0005 -16.17 7.1954 -5.0172 0.0025
56498.8045 -10.0625 0.0005 -15.74 7.1892 -5.0226 0.0025
56515.8296 -10.0618 0.0005 -16.42 7.1894 -5.0195 0.0022
56520.8584 -10.0580 0.0006 -16.42 7.1929 -5.0170 0.0018
56521.8030 -10.0596 0.0005 -17.08 7.1962 -5.0106 0.0023
56531.7904 -10.0574 0.0005 -15.83 7.1981 -5.0100 0.0021
56539.7337 -10.0605 0.0008 -16.19 7.1892 -5.0061 0.0034
56543.7076 -10.0585 0.0006 -13.82 7.1996 -5.0146 0.0027
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Table 3. Continued.
BJD RV σRV BIS FWHM log (R′HK) σlog (R′HK)
-2 450 000 ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( m s−1) ( km s−1)
56575.6465 -10.0604 0.0007 -17.11 7.1916 -5.0184 0.0030
56586.7081 -10.0563 0.0005 -13.34 7.1956 -5.0133 0.0026
56590.7000 -10.0605 0.0006 -13.34 7.1947 -5.0129 0.0027
56592.6631 -10.0559 0.0005 -14.63 7.1955 -5.0102 0.0021
56599.5062 -10.0546 0.0005 -16.88 7.1930 -5.0142 0.0024
56601.6179 -10.0582 0.0005 -15.30 7.1918 -5.0158 0.0015
56612.5370 -10.0568 0.0006 -14.77 7.1938 -5.0132 0.0020
56616.6271 -10.0567 0.0006 -14.00 7.1954 -5.0094 0.0025
56625.6194 -10.0610 0.0006 -14.90 7.1967 -5.0092 0.0022
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Table 6. HARPS measurements of HD40307.
BJD RV σRV BIS FWHM log (R′HK) σlog (R′HK)
-2 450 000 ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( m s−1) ( km s−1)
52942.8215 31.3372 0.0009 8.98 5.9072 -4.9460 0.0029
52999.7639 31.3340 0.0011 8.84 5.9011 -4.9971 0.0045
53000.7606 31.3375 0.0012 11.18 5.9002 -4.9849 0.0054
53001.6684 31.3397 0.0012 8.41 5.8989 -4.9859 0.0054
53002.6686 31.3393 0.0011 8.40 5.8993 -4.9689 0.0034
53054.5912 31.3345 0.0011 9.32 5.9008 -4.9780 0.0049
53692.7333 31.3355 0.0002 7.93 5.8949 -5.0151 0.0010
53693.6377 31.3357 0.0002 8.45 5.8973 -5.0225 0.0013
53694.7298 31.3370 0.0003 7.28 5.8981 -5.0151 0.0013
53695.6997 31.3383 0.0002 8.49 5.8932 -5.0016 0.0008
53696.7069 31.3375 0.0002 7.94 5.8959 -5.0112 0.0009
53697.7323 31.3330 0.0004 6.68 5.9002 -5.0295 0.0035
53698.7371 31.3309 0.0003 7.01 5.8990 -5.0104 0.0015
53699.7361 31.3312 0.0003 7.70 5.8968 -5.0043 0.0011
53700.7686 31.3311 0.0002 6.49 5.8978 -4.9999 0.0010
53721.7446 31.3339 0.0002 7.22 5.8947 -5.0047 0.0009
53722.7439 31.3351 0.0002 6.81 5.8963 -5.0047 0.0009
53724.7067 31.3326 0.0002 7.29 5.8950 -5.0015 0.0008
53725.7143 31.3343 0.0002 7.84 5.8962 -4.9923 0.0008
53726.7106 31.3336 0.0002 7.45 5.8962 -4.9866 0.0008
53727.6892 31.3304 0.0002 7.55 5.8961 -4.9859 0.0008
53728.7664 31.3278 0.0003 7.35 5.8935 -4.9869 0.0009
53729.7554 31.3321 0.0002 7.62 5.8949 -4.9892 0.0008
53757.5916 31.3321 0.0003 8.88 5.8961 -4.9902 0.0016
53758.5762 31.3286 0.0003 7.96 5.8966 -4.9954 0.0015
53759.5854 31.3305 0.0003 6.74 5.8946 -4.9949 0.0014
53760.6669 31.3339 0.0004 7.26 5.8967 -4.9992 0.0020
53761.6032 31.3331 0.0003 7.00 5.8962 -4.9991 0.0015
53762.5932 31.3323 0.0004 7.69 5.8957 -4.9949 0.0020
53763.5947 31.3304 0.0003 7.03 5.8955 -4.9970 0.0013
53764.6167 31.3317 0.0003 7.01 5.8925 -4.9947 0.0011
53765.6021 31.3302 0.0003 5.86 5.8946 -4.9937 0.0012
53782.5590 31.3366 0.0003 8.26 5.8979 -4.9953 0.0015
53784.5865 31.3283 0.0004 6.35 5.8975 -4.9871 0.0019
53786.6115 31.3297 0.0003 5.99 5.9009 -4.9825 0.0015
53788.6003 31.3290 0.0003 7.47 5.9010 -4.9817 0.0016
53790.5911 31.3357 0.0003 8.81 5.9011 -4.9768 0.0014
53810.5838 31.3335 0.0003 6.93 5.8990 -4.9811 0.0015
53811.5846 31.3358 0.0003 8.10 5.9009 -4.9799 0.0010
53812.5590 31.3369 0.0004 8.32 5.9032 -4.9833 0.0018
53814.6012 31.3304 0.0003 9.35 5.9007 -4.9867 0.0016
53817.5938 31.3368 0.0004 8.38 5.8995 -4.9865 0.0018
53829.5208 31.3372 0.0004 6.58 5.9003 -4.9881 0.0028
53831.5178 31.3332 0.0003 7.25 5.8957 -4.9903 0.0017
53835.5200 31.3345 0.0004 7.49 5.9013 -4.9913 0.0024
53861.4619 31.3350 0.0004 9.85 5.9035 -4.9795 0.0020
53862.4676 31.3308 0.0003 9.09 5.9024 -4.9811 0.0016
53863.4623 31.3301 0.0003 8.26 5.8993 -4.9867 0.0015
53864.4569 31.3331 0.0004 7.85 5.9013 -4.9817 0.0020
53865.4551 31.3303 0.0003 8.41 5.8962 -4.9860 0.0013
53866.4564 31.3306 0.0003 6.29 5.8964 -4.9851 0.0014
53867.4745 31.3326 0.0003 7.80 5.8990 -4.9909 0.0015
53868.4550 31.3358 0.0004 7.68 5.9006 -4.9882 0.0017
53869.4563 31.3343 0.0003 7.54 5.8964 -4.9886 0.0013
53870.4549 31.3316 0.0004 6.00 5.9018 -4.9981 0.0021
53871.4559 31.3305 0.0004 6.86 5.8999 -4.9939 0.0017
53882.4655 31.3363 0.0005 4.08 5.9093 -4.9600 0.0032
53974.9226 31.3351 0.0005 8.82 5.9086 -4.9893 0.0027
53980.9124 31.3376 0.0004 7.96 5.9076 -4.9772 0.0020
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Table 6. Continued.
BJD RV σRV BIS FWHM log (R′HK) σlog (R′HK)
-2 450 000 ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( m s−1) ( km s−1)
53981.9228 31.3364 0.0004 6.55 5.9091 -4.9658 0.0025
54047.8047 31.3294 0.0004 7.85 5.9048 -4.9978 0.0020
54049.8006 31.3348 0.0004 8.67 5.9021 -4.9954 0.0018
54051.8153 31.3327 0.0005 5.65 5.9012 -5.0094 0.0026
54053.8252 31.3324 0.0004 6.84 5.8986 -4.9912 0.0016
54055.8301 31.3292 0.0004 7.59 5.8995 -5.0001 0.0017
54077.7374 31.3310 0.0003 8.58 5.9004 -4.9863 0.0015
54079.7067 31.3404 0.0004 7.17 5.9014 -4.9953 0.0021
54081.7148 31.3357 0.0005 6.09 5.9024 -5.0027 0.0030
54083.7635 31.3377 0.0005 7.02 5.9034 -5.0039 0.0033
54115.6153 31.3318 0.0007 9.70 5.9094 -4.9927 0.0063
54120.6782 31.3350 0.0004 8.87 5.9084 -4.9859 0.0018
54121.6436 31.3344 0.0004 7.47 5.9071 -4.9846 0.0020
54136.6111 31.3354 0.0003 6.80 5.9032 -4.9942 0.0014
54137.6026 31.3339 0.0003 7.15 5.9034 -4.9900 0.0014
54141.6090 31.3330 0.0004 6.33 5.9096 -4.9738 0.0024
54143.5605 31.3356 0.0004 7.73 5.9062 -4.9769 0.0019
54167.5436 31.3352 0.0003 8.47 5.9015 -4.9842 0.0014
54169.5179 31.3316 0.0003 8.33 5.8994 -4.9842 0.0012
54171.5389 31.3287 0.0003 6.51 5.9024 -4.9892 0.0013
54173.5437 31.3306 0.0003 8.01 5.9051 -4.9825 0.0013
54194.5009 31.3315 0.0003 8.47 5.9035 -4.9793 0.0018
54196.5009 31.3381 0.0004 8.25 5.9047 -4.9724 0.0022
54197.4970 31.3336 0.0004 7.31 5.9032 -4.9760 0.0020
54198.5098 31.3297 0.0003 8.48 5.9049 -4.9798 0.0017
54199.4972 31.3314 0.0003 6.88 5.9044 -4.9828 0.0016
54200.4850 31.3343 0.0003 7.41 5.9044 -4.9811 0.0017
54202.4962 31.3343 0.0004 8.19 5.9073 -4.9814 0.0024
54225.4888 31.3403 0.0006 7.82 5.9098 -4.9614 0.0048
54228.4821 31.3334 0.0005 9.10 5.9107 -4.9763 0.0039
54229.4847 31.3329 0.0005 9.26 5.9140 -4.9746 0.0036
54231.4644 31.3348 0.0004 7.66 5.9077 -4.9659 0.0025
54232.4735 31.3330 0.0004 8.73 5.9063 -4.9708 0.0029
54233.4609 31.3354 0.0007 6.25 5.9113 -4.9676 0.0061
54234.4906 31.3359 0.0005 8.53 5.9094 -4.9732 0.0032
54315.8883 31.3282 0.0010 7.07 5.9209 -4.9578 0.0092
54319.9088 31.3320 0.0005 7.82 5.9142 -4.9902 0.0025
54342.8743 31.3346 0.0004 6.85 5.9110 -5.0019 0.0016
54346.9095 31.3385 0.0004 6.32 5.9084 -4.9896 0.0031
54347.8897 31.3391 0.0004 6.70 5.9040 -4.9852 0.0028
54349.8774 31.3366 0.0004 9.25 5.9071 -4.9864 0.0016
54385.7935 31.3362 0.0004 6.53 5.9165 -4.9940 0.0021
54386.7498 31.3372 0.0004 7.29 5.9141 -4.9873 0.0015
54387.7896 31.3369 0.0004 8.82 5.9091 -4.9857 0.0013
54390.7976 31.3369 0.0004 7.78 5.9046 -4.9866 0.0016
54392.7352 31.3312 0.0004 6.17 5.9088 -4.9825 0.0021
54393.7681 31.3332 0.0004 7.46 5.9099 -4.9815 0.0013
54394.7600 31.3359 0.0004 6.82 5.9086 -4.9828 0.0016
54419.7942 31.3301 0.0004 8.10 5.9076 -4.9755 0.0016
54420.7671 31.3297 0.0004 8.16 5.9039 -4.9753 0.0012
54421.7266 31.3282 0.0003 8.33 5.9033 -4.9763 0.0011
54422.7412 31.3278 0.0004 8.22 5.9076 -4.9829 0.0015
54423.7683 31.3317 0.0004 6.74 5.9027 -4.9854 0.0016
54424.7418 31.3366 0.0004 7.43 5.9036 -4.9861 0.0016
54425.7368 31.3363 0.0004 6.84 5.9029 -4.9873 0.0018
54426.7164 31.3343 0.0003 7.64 5.9011 -4.9848 0.0011
54427.7460 31.3367 0.0004 7.52 5.9032 -4.9855 0.0013
54428.7555 31.3386 0.0004 7.91 5.9030 -4.9824 0.0013
54429.7291 31.3382 0.0005 6.26 5.9052 -4.9858 0.0016
54445.7340 31.3388 0.0004 7.91 5.9044 -4.9745 0.0014
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Table 6. Continued.
BJD RV σRV BIS FWHM log (R′HK) σlog (R′HK)
-2 450 000 ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( m s−1) ( km s−1)
54451.7602 31.3361 0.0004 7.54 5.9084 -4.9684 0.0020
54454.7705 31.3379 0.0004 6.67 5.9112 -4.9591 0.0015
54478.6654 31.3279 0.0004 7.08 5.9115 -4.9609 0.0013
54479.6221 31.3278 0.0004 7.47 5.9126 -4.9605 0.0013
54480.5850 31.3311 0.0004 8.64 5.9116 -4.9628 0.0016
54481.6881 31.3309 0.0004 8.18 5.9115 -4.9595 0.0020
54483.5935 31.3348 0.0004 8.49 5.9108 -4.9615 0.0014
54484.6271 31.3365 0.0004 8.24 5.9128 -4.9535 0.0011
54486.5871 31.3336 0.0004 9.10 5.9127 -4.9558 0.0016
54529.5416 31.3361 0.0004 10.47 5.9167 -4.9496 0.0016
54555.4916 31.3339 0.0004 8.38 5.9059 -4.9813 0.0014
54556.4833 31.3309 0.0005 8.84 5.9029 -4.9806 0.0014
54557.4845 31.3346 0.0004 8.94 5.9054 -4.9860 0.0020
54562.4792 31.3340 0.0003 6.69 5.9017 -4.9824 0.0012
54566.4761 31.3323 0.0004 7.07 5.9074 -4.9691 0.0015
54570.4748 31.3388 0.0004 7.08 5.9156 -4.9619 0.0019
54736.8753 31.3343 0.0005 7.86 5.9209 -4.9531 0.0023
54852.6937 31.3335 0.0004 10.00 5.9260 -4.9036 0.0012
54854.6131 31.3325 0.0003 10.36 5.9269 -4.9007 0.0012
54932.5043 31.3327 0.0003 11.38 5.9296 -4.8986 0.0011
54934.4750 31.3372 0.0004 13.14 5.9346 -4.9021 0.0016
54935.4878 31.3356 0.0004 12.64 5.9297 -4.9011 0.0019
54937.4739 31.3377 0.0004 11.02 5.9284 -4.9082 0.0015
54939.4838 31.3332 0.0004 8.71 5.9242 -4.9101 0.0014
54941.5025 31.3339 0.0003 9.81 5.9219 -4.9161 0.0011
54947.4620 31.3346 0.0003 9.84 5.9257 -4.8960 0.0011
54950.4825 31.3331 0.0003 10.23 5.9311 -4.8919 0.0009
54951.4656 31.3333 0.0004 8.22 5.9340 -4.8918 0.0017
54952.4697 31.3322 0.0004 9.51 5.9334 -4.8847 0.0015
54953.4638 31.3342 0.0003 9.79 5.9302 -4.8851 0.0012
54954.4592 31.3350 0.0004 10.51 5.9310 -4.8891 0.0015
54955.4582 31.3406 0.0003 11.73 5.9299 -4.8829 0.0011
54959.5019 31.3385 0.0005 12.80 5.9358 -4.8900 0.0028
55096.8913 31.3348 0.0005 9.39 5.9338 -4.9093 0.0022
55098.8873 31.3345 0.0004 8.85 5.9371 -4.8992 0.0016
55100.8406 31.3386 0.0004 7.87 5.9382 -4.8958 0.0016
55103.8566 31.3343 0.0006 9.75 5.9480 -4.8992 0.0034
55106.8475 31.3379 0.0005 11.68 5.9439 -4.8758 0.0017
55112.8464 31.3311 0.0004 11.62 5.9468 -4.8458 0.0012
55134.8640 31.3321 0.0004 10.68 5.9310 -4.8926 0.0013
55138.7954 31.3367 0.0005 10.07 5.9345 -4.8840 0.0013
55141.8085 31.3366 0.0004 9.35 5.9467 -4.8616 0.0013
55166.6311 31.3415 0.0004 13.81 5.9414 -4.8591 0.0013
55168.6519 31.3343 0.0003 12.54 5.9353 -4.8688 0.0012
55169.6449 31.3364 0.0004 13.33 5.9368 -4.8741 0.0014
55272.5594 31.3403 0.0004 9.38 5.9496 -4.8411 0.0016
55279.5027 31.3394 0.0005 14.26 5.9506 -4.8365 0.0019
55284.5392 31.3376 0.0003 14.06 5.9470 -4.8377 0.0010
55424.8913 31.3379 0.0007 14.18 5.9630 -4.8315 0.0040
55456.8925 31.3382 0.0004 10.24 5.9483 -4.8483 0.0014
55484.8377 31.3398 0.0004 10.28 5.9506 -4.8423 0.0018
55487.8252 31.3372 0.0004 11.17 5.9495 -4.8396 0.0016
55519.6932 31.3340 0.0004 13.37 5.9433 -4.8700 0.0021
55523.7622 31.3383 0.0004 10.47 5.9420 -4.8612 0.0017
55538.6289 31.3331 0.0004 13.92 5.9499 -4.8462 0.0018
55544.6485 31.3353 0.0004 12.59 5.9471 -4.8551 0.0014
55549.7331 31.3382 0.0003 13.47 5.9455 -4.8503 0.0013
55579.7549 31.3365 0.0004 13.77 5.9402 -4.8590 0.0015
55581.7226 31.3359 0.0003 13.36 5.9394 -4.8697 0.0014
55585.7401 31.3334 0.0004 10.59 5.9402 -4.8749 0.0020
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Table 6. Continued.
BJD RV σRV BIS FWHM log (R′HK) σlog (R′HK)
-2 450 000 ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( m s−1) ( km s−1)
55612.5951 31.3349 0.0004 11.44 5.9449 -4.8722 0.0016
55635.5731 31.3417 0.0004 10.88 5.9636 -4.8333 0.0017
55637.5622 31.3433 0.0008 12.91 5.9637 -4.8399 0.0054
55640.5691 31.3418 0.0006 13.30 5.9610 -4.8288 0.0025
55653.5479 31.3355 0.0004 11.89 5.9388 -4.8779 0.0016
55662.5239 31.3366 0.0004 10.17 5.9483 -4.8648 0.0021
55835.8160 31.3356 0.0004 12.98 5.9450 -4.8817 0.0019
55844.8008 31.3337 0.0005 6.80 5.9642 -4.8614 0.0024
55871.7670 31.3379 0.0004 11.46 5.9603 -4.8608 0.0020
55879.8273 31.3397 0.0006 11.94 5.9560 -4.8721 0.0031
55894.7106 31.3387 0.0003 16.52 5.9611 -4.8518 0.0013
55895.7287 31.3404 0.0003 15.14 5.9609 -4.8455 0.0011
55896.7342 31.3382 0.0003 14.44 5.9606 -4.8447 0.0016
55897.7444 31.3398 0.0003 14.17 5.9586 -4.8502 0.0012
55902.6204 31.3388 0.0004 11.47 5.9570 -4.8619 0.0017
55923.6724 31.3336 0.0004 9.66 5.9553 -4.8494 0.0015
55926.6657 31.3364 0.0003 9.85 5.9574 -4.8454 0.0013
55933.7134 31.3370 0.0003 12.31 5.9588 -4.8315 0.0011
56026.5410 31.3326 0.0004 11.61 5.9413 -4.8778 0.0021
56030.5420 31.3319 0.0008 11.47 5.9474 -4.8635 0.0059
56173.8658 31.3336 0.0006 13.87 5.9454 -4.8772 0.0025
56198.8785 31.3404 0.0007 14.42 5.9792 -4.8108 0.0033
56224.8548 31.3377 0.0006 10.48 5.9565 -4.8800 0.0020
56226.8659 31.3409 0.0006 12.44 5.9566 -4.8732 0.0028
56229.8033 31.3355 0.0006 9.51 5.9576 -4.8636 0.0019
56258.7458 31.3305 0.0006 8.99 5.9408 -4.8932 0.0024
56271.5920 31.3408 0.0006 11.72 5.9636 -4.8585 0.0016
56285.7219 31.3347 0.0005 11.59 5.9436 -4.8830 0.0015
56292.7043 31.3380 0.0005 10.57 5.9505 -4.8821 0.0016
56320.6434 31.3357 0.0005 12.04 5.9477 -4.8828 0.0017
56322.6348 31.3405 0.0006 11.26 5.9543 -4.8813 0.0022
56370.5372 31.3407 0.0007 12.70 5.9484 -4.8691 0.0037
56371.5657 31.3358 0.0005 12.44 5.9489 -4.8820 0.0020
56373.5140 31.3368 0.0005 12.61 5.9437 -4.8917 0.0020
56399.5113 31.3356 0.0005 10.51 5.9493 -4.8855 0.0019
56402.4894 31.3321 0.0005 10.70 5.9458 -4.8817 0.0019
56403.4869 31.3333 0.0006 12.65 5.9493 -4.8810 0.0021
56596.8245 31.3350 0.0005 7.58 5.9411 -4.9306 0.0026
56602.8710 31.3374 0.0004 10.69 5.9487 -4.8977 0.0017
56613.7968 31.3384 0.0006 11.98 5.9506 -4.8950 0.0020
56617.7439 31.3349 0.0006 13.12 5.9516 -4.9089 0.0023
56677.5277 31.3387 0.0005 10.01 5.9459 -4.9118 0.0025
56698.5976 31.3371 0.0004 10.94 5.9432 -4.9224 0.0018
56702.5240 31.3306 0.0006 5.71 5.9471 -4.9145 0.0034
56713.6045 31.3402 0.0005 11.81 5.9542 -4.8828 0.0025
56748.5000 31.3379 0.0006 8.02 5.9555 -4.8921 0.0023
56753.5467 31.3427 0.0007 12.16 5.9683 -4.8696 0.0034
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Table 10. HARPS and CORALIE measurements of HD204313.
BJD RV σRV BIS FWHM log (R′HK) σlog (R′HK) Instrument
-2 450 000 ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( m s−1) ( km s−1)
53861.9016 -9.7468 0.0004 -26.22 7.0415 -5.0043 0.0026 HARPS
53862.8961 -9.7465 0.0004 -28.17 7.0409 -5.0026 0.0028 HARPS
53863.9005 -9.7430 0.0004 -29.17 7.0377 -5.0020 0.0028 HARPS
53864.8695 -9.7434 0.0004 -27.87 7.0383 -4.9913 0.0029 HARPS
53865.9012 -9.7446 0.0004 -27.85 7.0390 -5.0062 0.0029 HARPS
53866.8224 -9.7435 0.0004 -27.75 7.0379 -5.0094 0.0028 HARPS
53867.9122 -9.7415 0.0004 -28.17 7.0381 -5.0037 0.0024 HARPS
53868.8966 -9.7418 0.0005 -25.98 7.0398 -5.0071 0.0032 HARPS
53869.8624 -9.7402 0.0004 -30.78 7.0381 -5.0143 0.0029 HARPS
53870.9019 -9.7419 0.0005 -31.23 7.0395 -5.0070 0.0036 HARPS
53871.9113 -9.7416 0.0004 -30.63 7.0377 -5.0115 0.0030 HARPS
53882.9089 -9.7406 0.0006 -27.48 7.0414 -4.9909 0.0028 HARPS
53883.8897 -9.7398 0.0006 -27.37 7.0422 -4.9839 0.0029 HARPS
53887.8895 -9.7432 0.0005 -28.11 7.0416 -4.9878 0.0033 HARPS
53889.9290 -9.7416 0.0006 -25.91 7.0486 -4.9887 0.0048 HARPS
53920.8722 -9.7299 0.0005 -26.10 7.0402 -4.9937 0.0029 HARPS
53945.7815 -9.7228 0.0005 -27.89 7.0447 -5.0153 0.0026 HARPS
53975.6693 -9.7130 0.0005 -29.04 7.0397 -5.0042 0.0034 HARPS
53979.7387 -9.7114 0.0007 -28.70 7.0421 -5.0168 0.0061 HARPS
54054.5503 -9.6977 0.0005 -28.54 7.0395 -5.0305 0.0030 HARPS
54732.6573 -9.7138 0.0006 -28.79 7.0445 -5.0178 0.0039 HARPS
54738.6433 -9.7088 0.0008 -25.07 7.0559 -5.0090 0.0066 HARPS
54743.5709 -9.7077 0.0006 -26.36 7.0542 -4.9863 0.0043 HARPS
54749.5638 -9.7127 0.0006 -26.67 7.0500 -5.0117 0.0042 HARPS
54753.5955 -9.7151 0.0006 -29.00 7.0461 -5.0222 0.0047 HARPS
54774.5181 -9.7185 0.0005 -27.41 7.0497 -4.9892 0.0030 HARPS
54776.4977 -9.7154 0.0006 -26.26 7.0475 -5.0104 0.0040 HARPS
54777.5057 -9.7145 0.0006 -28.03 7.0434 -5.0028 0.0037 HARPS
54778.4972 -9.7176 0.0004 -28.04 7.0445 -5.0107 0.0026 HARPS
54780.4984 -9.7169 0.0005 -26.53 7.0450 -5.0210 0.0032 HARPS
54952.9083 -9.7477 0.0007 -31.28 7.0471 -5.0290 0.0057 HARPS
54953.9291 -9.7483 0.0005 -29.74 7.0472 -5.0305 0.0035 HARPS
54954.8895 -9.7498 0.0006 -30.52 7.0456 -5.0195 0.0029 HARPS
54955.8686 -9.7475 0.0007 -31.42 7.0496 -5.0243 0.0044 HARPS
54956.9325 -9.7508 0.0007 -32.17 7.0512 -5.0241 0.0047 HARPS
54989.9047 -9.7535 0.0004 -28.44 7.0397 -5.0122 0.0026 HARPS
54992.8844 -9.7567 0.0005 -30.49 7.0425 -5.0130 0.0027 HARPS
54995.8871 -9.7578 0.0004 -28.68 7.0480 -5.0201 0.0027 HARPS
55001.8908 -9.7617 0.0006 -29.21 7.0449 -5.0182 0.0046 HARPS
55020.8298 -9.7601 0.0005 -30.34 7.0441 -5.0207 0.0023 HARPS
55024.8545 -9.7617 0.0006 -27.74 7.0396 -5.0251 0.0035 HARPS
55040.7680 -9.7682 0.0005 -28.93 7.0518 -5.0042 0.0035 HARPS
55047.8457 -9.7684 0.0005 -28.44 7.0449 -5.0185 0.0039 HARPS
55071.5485 -9.7721 0.0006 -29.87 7.0458 -5.0168 0.0043 HARPS
55074.6825 -9.7742 0.0005 -28.33 7.0482 -5.0126 0.0033 HARPS
55076.6888 -9.7766 0.0009 -29.71 7.0517 -5.0307 0.0090 HARPS
55097.6725 -9.7720 0.0005 -30.20 7.0475 -5.0132 0.0029 HARPS
55100.6163 -9.7747 0.0006 -28.00 7.0474 -5.0229 0.0039 HARPS
55105.5753 -9.7791 0.0007 -28.81 7.0503 -5.0277 0.0055 HARPS
55106.5758 -9.7785 0.0006 -27.23 7.0446 -5.0245 0.0050 HARPS
55110.6073 -9.7810 0.0006 -26.54 7.0417 -5.0216 0.0039 HARPS
55112.6076 -9.7808 0.0005 -30.41 7.0472 -5.0230 0.0036 HARPS
55117.6494 -9.7799 0.0011 -21.97 7.0514 -5.0667 0.0166 HARPS
55123.6127 -9.7760 0.0007 -30.83 7.0500 -5.0300 0.0063 HARPS
55137.5601 -9.7808 0.0007 -32.01 7.0432 -5.0422 0.0053 HARPS
55138.5994 -9.7827 0.0005 -31.76 7.0454 -5.0287 0.0035 HARPS
55140.5629 -9.7817 0.0005 -29.49 7.0465 -5.0311 0.0031 HARPS
55152.5714 -9.7830 0.0006 -31.15 7.0481 -5.0252 0.0039 HARPS
55160.5401 -9.7801 0.0005 -29.48 7.0469 -5.0327 0.0038 HARPS
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Table 10. Continued.
BJD RV σRV BIS FWHM log (R′HK) σlog (R′HK) Instrument
-2 450 000 ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( m s−1) ( km s−1)
55161.5287 -9.7794 0.0005 -29.61 7.0500 -5.0178 0.0036 HARPS
55372.8325 -9.8009 0.0006 -29.08 7.0477 -5.0327 0.0056 HARPS
55374.7997 -9.8019 0.0007 -26.83 7.0485 -5.0438 0.0065 HARPS
55375.7769 -9.8036 0.0007 -30.41 7.0507 -5.0500 0.0078 HARPS
55397.8334 -9.8076 0.0010 -29.36 7.0568 -5.0395 0.0129 HARPS
55403.7721 -9.8041 0.0009 -31.78 7.0495 -5.0424 0.0095 HARPS
55409.7851 -9.8044 0.0006 -31.88 7.0559 -5.0215 0.0042 HARPS
55779.7303 -9.7795 0.0006 -30.21 7.0539 -5.0382 0.0046 HARPS
55803.5844 -9.7721 0.0009 -28.91 7.0582 -5.0467 0.0090 HARPS
55809.6584 -9.7704 0.0005 -31.17 7.0556 -5.0415 0.0038 HARPS
55816.6504 -9.7681 0.0006 -28.03 7.0466 -5.0480 0.0046 HARPS
55834.7054 -9.7604 0.0005 -30.23 7.0531 -5.0444 0.0038 HARPS
55841.5609 -9.7650 0.0004 -30.17 7.0544 -5.0427 0.0033 HARPS
55873.5667 -9.7552 0.0005 -31.29 7.0531 -5.0655 0.0046 HARPS
55888.5490 -9.7498 0.0005 -31.35 7.0509 -5.0610 0.0048 HARPS
56057.8439 -9.7115 0.0007 -33.79 7.0527 -5.0445 0.0066 HARPS
56079.8487 -9.7041 0.0005 -28.52 7.0524 -5.0382 0.0038 HARPS
56093.9135 -9.7048 0.0006 -30.62 7.0537 -5.0221 0.0050 HARPS
56118.8955 -9.6975 0.0005 -29.95 7.0604 -5.0344 0.0045 HARPS
56151.7989 -9.6923 0.0006 -30.26 7.0571 -5.0414 0.0051 HARPS
56167.6608 -9.6865 0.0006 -32.29 7.0589 -5.0342 0.0058 HARPS
56235.5931 -9.6797 0.0007 -29.22 7.0543 -5.0479 0.0049 HARPS
56437.9417 -9.6809 0.0007 -29.29 7.0541 -5.0314 0.0043 HARPS
56455.9107 -9.6716 0.0008 -29.79 7.0544 -5.0403 0.0065 HARPS
56477.8601 -9.6819 0.0006 -30.72 7.0609 -5.0454 0.0045 HARPS
56501.8238 -9.6802 0.0009 -30.83 7.0603 -5.0655 0.0096 HARPS
56618.5069 -9.6954 0.0006 -29.18 7.0575 -5.0387 0.0035 HARPS
56858.8256 -9.7388 0.0006 -30.70 7.0612 -5.0368 0.0046 HARPS
56863.7833 -9.7352 0.0007 -31.26 7.0617 -5.0412 0.0051 HARPS
56871.7569 -9.7348 0.0007 -30.43 7.0596 -5.0308 0.0052 HARPS
56929.6719 -9.7515 0.0007 -32.15 7.0600 -5.0452 0.0048 HARPS
56930.5932 -9.7503 0.0007 -30.79 7.0611 -5.0358 0.0042 HARPS
56944.6688 -9.7481 0.0008 -32.66 7.0643 -5.0303 0.0063 HARPS
56948.6403 -9.7498 0.0006 -33.01 7.0622 -5.0324 0.0043 HARPS
51790.5844 -9.8125 0.0056 -67.90 8.4548 – – CORALIE98
51793.6166 -9.8145 0.0054 -49.32 8.4612 – – CORALIE98
52076.9164 -9.7443 0.0048 -54.68 8.4534 – – CORALIE98
52078.9427 -9.7345 0.0083 -51.64 8.4521 – – CORALIE98
52079.9201 -9.7381 0.0061 -60.56 8.4373 – – CORALIE98
52131.8122 -9.7411 0.0040 -42.19 8.4530 – – CORALIE98
52135.8020 -9.7377 0.0049 -51.82 8.4632 – – CORALIE98
52136.7545 -9.7292 0.0041 -55.77 8.4515 – – CORALIE98
52144.7767 -9.7405 0.0040 -53.57 8.4473 – – CORALIE98
52167.6334 -9.7428 0.0034 -58.05 8.4445 – – CORALIE98
52177.6897 -9.7292 0.0041 -63.72 8.4308 – – CORALIE98
52183.5647 -9.7249 0.0042 -37.72 8.4372 – – CORALIE98
52197.6165 -9.7213 0.0037 -62.26 8.4381 – – CORALIE98
52438.8769 -9.7152 0.0046 -49.26 8.4307 – – CORALIE98
52443.8899 -9.7184 0.0047 -74.65 8.4197 – – CORALIE98
52444.8565 -9.7274 0.0048 -59.47 8.4241 – – CORALIE98
52446.8884 -9.7332 0.0046 -60.90 8.4300 – – CORALIE98
52460.8156 -9.7196 0.0061 -53.88 8.4161 – – CORALIE98
52465.8007 -9.7281 0.0051 -61.65 8.4292 – – CORALIE98
52543.6614 -9.7454 0.0047 -62.36 8.4653 – – CORALIE98
52547.6385 -9.7523 0.0055 -61.01 8.4428 – – CORALIE98
52562.5913 -9.7538 0.0047 -50.37 8.4441 – – CORALIE98
52565.5768 -9.7411 0.0058 -72.17 8.4618 – – CORALIE98
52802.8758 -9.7836 0.0055 -53.62 8.4547 – – CORALIE98
52853.7850 -9.8010 0.0046 -49.82 8.4868 – – CORALIE98
52898.6892 -9.7998 0.0053 -57.64 8.4607 – – CORALIE98
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BJD RV σRV BIS FWHM log (R′HK) σlog (R′HK) Instrument
-2 450 000 ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( m s−1) ( km s−1)
53166.8160 -9.8409 0.0078 -39.39 8.4227 – – CORALIE98
53167.7680 -9.8422 0.0108 -48.01 8.4656 – – CORALIE98
53215.7791 -9.8524 0.0054 -52.90 8.4544 – – CORALIE98
53237.7598 -9.8256 0.0074 -71.67 8.4273 – – CORALIE98
53262.7081 -9.8457 0.0039 -63.28 8.4368 – – CORALIE98
53287.6020 -9.8399 0.0043 -57.79 8.4312 – – CORALIE98
53291.5983 -9.8514 0.0043 -57.31 8.4292 – – CORALIE98
53587.8413 -9.8379 0.0058 -63.09 8.4598 – – CORALIE98
53592.7573 -9.8410 0.0032 -62.49 8.4525 – – CORALIE98
53596.6979 -9.8466 0.0037 -48.49 8.4525 – – CORALIE98
53599.7214 -9.8245 0.0061 -66.54 8.4380 – – CORALIE98
53615.6903 -9.8399 0.0045 -71.02 8.4292 – – CORALIE98
53621.6809 -9.8304 0.0038 -55.33 8.4552 – – CORALIE98
53630.7248 -9.8267 0.0049 -51.86 8.4575 – – CORALIE98
53644.6765 -9.8436 0.0042 -48.86 8.4520 – – CORALIE98
53666.5889 -9.8312 0.0034 -57.66 8.4578 – – CORALIE98
53703.5349 -9.8095 0.0050 -32.84 8.4440 – – CORALIE98
53862.9108 -9.7791 0.0055 -33.73 8.4476 – – CORALIE98
53904.9226 -9.7945 0.0090 -38.53 8.4419 – – CORALIE98
53915.8487 -9.7695 0.0047 -57.17 8.4684 – – CORALIE98
53993.6283 -9.7537 0.0068 -41.02 8.4789 – – CORALIE98
54007.6840 -9.7235 0.0066 -43.02 8.4808 – – CORALIE98
54279.8616 -9.6970 0.0028 -38.57 8.3104 – – CORALIE07
54284.8602 -9.7011 0.0029 -41.52 8.3050 – – CORALIE07
54289.8533 -9.6887 0.0037 -40.40 8.3004 – – CORALIE07
54290.8110 -9.6806 0.0031 -52.94 8.3160 – – CORALIE07
54291.7859 -9.6947 0.0029 -50.13 8.3126 – – CORALIE07
54292.8187 -9.7049 0.0026 -43.14 8.3106 – – CORALIE07
54295.8414 -9.7070 0.0028 -43.87 8.3108 – – CORALIE07
54296.8547 -9.7033 0.0032 -48.21 8.3028 – – CORALIE07
54300.7997 -9.7093 0.0034 -46.57 8.3274 – – CORALIE07
54301.7625 -9.7070 0.0030 -45.29 8.3035 – – CORALIE07
54325.8387 -9.6895 0.0033 -42.87 8.3079 – – CORALIE07
54348.5946 -9.7029 0.0027 -37.08 8.2967 – – CORALIE07
54351.5233 -9.6969 0.0034 -49.56 8.2948 – – CORALIE07
54389.5786 -9.6998 0.0031 -41.98 8.3038 – – CORALIE07
54398.5804 -9.7236 0.0029 -52.16 8.3255 – – CORALIE07
54412.5513 -9.7230 0.0036 -56.26 8.3100 – – CORALIE07
54593.9068 -9.7458 0.0030 -46.80 8.3514 – – CORALIE07
54615.8576 -9.7384 0.0045 -55.12 8.2960 – – CORALIE07
54662.8071 -9.7426 0.0032 -32.86 8.3025 – – CORALIE07
54687.6126 -9.7498 0.0030 -51.40 8.3058 – – CORALIE07
54688.5812 -9.7517 0.0029 -45.85 8.3120 – – CORALIE07
54704.5866 -9.7584 0.0037 -38.58 8.3092 – – CORALIE07
54729.6078 -9.7501 0.0036 -46.12 8.2689 – – CORALIE07
54733.5076 -9.7616 0.0037 -45.89 8.2958 – – CORALIE07
55074.6686 -9.8201 0.0035 -48.74 8.2983 – – CORALIE07
55100.6904 -9.8107 0.0030 -44.74 8.2953 – – CORALIE07
55128.5721 -9.8065 0.0034 -35.94 8.2816 – – CORALIE07
55706.8892 -9.8161 0.0037 -41.29 8.3049 – – CORALIE07
55762.8602 -9.8216 0.0031 -42.86 8.3132 – – CORALIE07
55807.7483 -9.8029 0.0031 -43.50 8.2919 – – CORALIE07
55843.6692 -9.7912 0.0034 -47.10 8.3080 – – CORALIE07
56119.8523 -9.7239 0.0034 -41.77 8.2839 – – CORALIE07
56126.6381 -9.7260 0.0027 -39.33 8.3140 – – CORALIE07
56254.5258 -9.7089 0.0046 -51.30 8.2924 – – CORALIE07
56489.6841 -9.7121 0.0044 -49.03 8.2822 – – CORALIE07
56522.6732 -9.7177 0.0030 -46.43 8.3216 – – CORALIE07
56523.6497 -9.7111 0.0031 -40.83 8.3031 – – CORALIE07
56528.8065 -9.7060 0.0063 -37.82 8.3206 – – CORALIE07
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BJD RV σRV BIS FWHM log (R′HK) σlog (R′HK) Instrument
-2 450 000 ( km s−1) ( km s−1) ( m s−1) ( km s−1)
56529.7613 -9.7261 0.0050 -56.32 8.2991 – – CORALIE07
56581.5430 -9.7380 0.0029 -39.56 8.2920 – – CORALIE07
56582.5672 -9.7302 0.0029 -42.99 8.2891 – – CORALIE07
56596.5973 -9.7218 0.0047 -46.02 8.2844 – – CORALIE07
56772.9107 -9.7578 0.0027 -47.06 8.3429 – – CORALIE07
56782.8849 -9.7582 0.0033 -38.55 8.3070 – – CORALIE07
56799.9007 -9.7454 0.0034 -45.57 8.3298 – – CORALIE07
56832.8230 -9.7570 0.0038 -36.24 8.3170 – – CORALIE07
56854.8623 -9.7650 0.0036 -40.08 8.3138 – – CORALIE07
56886.8242 -9.7771 0.0036 -34.67 8.3113 – – CORALIE07
56916.5569 -9.7589 0.0050 -43.26 8.2864 – – CORALIE07
56931.5655 -9.7876 0.0033 -46.79 8.3111 – – CORALIE07
56936.5210 -9.7692 0.0036 -41.94 8.2972 – – CORALIE07
56953.5724 -9.7712 0.0033 -40.94 8.2820 – – CORALIE07
